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They say to me in their awakening, "You and the world you live in 
are but a grain of sand upon the infinite shore of an infinite sea." 

And in my dream I say to them, "I am the infinite sea, and all 
worlds are but grains of sand upon my shore." 

Kahlil Gibran 
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Management Summary 

This thesis describes the graduation project performed at Philips Lighting Distribution (PLD), 
the provider of Phil ips Lighting for all activities related to physical distribution within Europe. 

I. Initial Assignment 

Background of the Graduation Project 
In 2003 PLD initiated a project to create a European Return Template for BU Lamps and to 
implement it in Regional Distribution Centre (RDC) Acht (The Netherlands). In the rest of this 
summary the European Return Template is referred to as the European Template. 
After the European Template project was completed and the project team members were 
assigned to other projects, PLD decided to have the European Template reviewed and 
validated. 
Since the Template was designed for Regional Distribution Centres and their European 
Collection Points, PLD also wanted to know whether or not the European Template was 
applicable for the Global Distribution Centre (GDC) of the Business Unit Special Lighting. 
While each RDC receives the returns of its region, the GDC receives the returns from all over 
the world. 

Initial assignment 
The following initial assignment was formulated: 

Validate the-European Template as implemented at RDC Acht (including the European 
Collection~ Points). 

InvestigateJ he applicability of the European Template for the Global Distribution Centre 
of the BU"Special Lighting and make ttie necessary adjustments. 

Approach of the initial assignment 
To validate the European Template at RDC Acht, the process was studied and a literature 
research was conducted. 

Literature Research 
To validate the European Template, a search was carried out for scientific literature in the 
field of reverse logistics, in particular literature about the set up of a return process within an 
organisation. 
The goal was to compare the European Template to models or real life examples described in 
the literature. Although many articles were found in the field of reverse logistics, no literature 
was found, which was applicable to the studied situation. 

Study of the return process at RDC Acht 
To get more insight in the return process and to map the problems, the following actions 
were taken: 

All the people involved in the return process were interviewed. 
Returns were followed throughout the process of handling them. 
Participation in the return process. 

Furthermore, the mapped problems were verified and their root causes were determined. The 
root cause analysis was performed using the 5 Whys tool (see paragraph 3.3.3). 
By defining the root causes of the problems, it was possible to conclude to which extent 
these problems were related to the Template or to other factors (for example the 
management of the process). 
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Conclusions concerning the initial assignment (see paragraph 3.4) 
The European Template as well as the functioning of the return process at RDC Acht was 
validated: 
The European Template sufficed in the requirements of the return process. It covered all 
aspects of the process. 
The small number of problems related to the process did not concern missing activities, but 
activities that could be performed in a different and more efficient way. 
A part of the problems that related to information provision, were due to scattered or 
unregistered information such as the costs concerning returns. The other part was due to the 
new warehouse management system that was implemented without taking returns into 
consideration. 
But the major part of the problems was due to not enough management attention. The 
process was not controlled. 

Deliverables concerning the initial assignment 
The initial assignment consisted of two parts. 

1. Validate the European Template as implemented at RDC Acht (including the European 
Collection Points). 

The deliverables (see Mounzer [2004]): 
► A description of the return process at RDC Acht. 
► Flowcharts visualising the return process at RDC Acht. 
► An overview of the occurring problems concerning the handling of returns at RDC 

Acht. 
► An overview of the root causes of the problems. 
► A validation of the European Template based on the extent to which the 

problems at RDC Acht related to the Template or to other factors. 

2. Investigate the applicability of the European Template for the Global Distribution Centre 
of the BU Special Lighting and make the necessary adjustments. 

II. 

As a result of the above-mentioned research and its results, a meeting was held to 
determine in which direction the graduation should be continued. 
Four alternative scenarios were presented during that meeting. The scenario concerning 
the return process of the Business Unit Special Lighting was chosen. 
The scenario and its deliverables will be discussed in part II of this management 
summary. 

Continuation of the graduation project 

The main problem was defined as: 

Although Special Lighting had approved the European Template, it was not applying the 
Template at the Global Distribution Centre. Moreover, it was not checked whether the 
Template fitted the Special Lighting business. 

Objectives of the continuation assignment 
Business Unit Special Lighting uses the Lamps SAP standards. Therefore the European 
Template also applies for Special Lighting. But the European Template only covers the 
handling of European returns. That is why the following objectives were assigned to the 
assignment: 

• The European Special Lighting returns must be handled as much as possible 
according to the European Template, solving the present problems. 
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■ Designing and implementing a template for the handling of Special Lighting Export 
Returns. 

Continuation assignment 
Using the above-mentioned objectives the following assignment was formulated: 

Apply the European Template to the handling of the European · returns of Business Unit 
Special Lighting. Where that is not possible, identify the gaps and solve them. 

= . - . - -~-- - -

Design a template for the haRdling of the Export (Global) Returns of Business Unit Special 
Lighting withinthe GDC. - ... . . -

I mplement and control the functioning of the European and Global templates. -

Approach of the continuation assignment 
This assignment was approached with the MEDIC framework (see chapter 2). The MEDIC 
framework consists of the following phases: 

Mapping the process [Chapter 51 
In order to be able to determine to which extent European returns at the GDC were being 
handled according to the European Template, the present way of working and the 
accompanying problems were mapped. 

Evaluating the mapped process [Chapter 6] 
To determine where the present way of working differs from the European Template, the two 
working methods were compared. This comparison resulted in a list of gaps. 
Again the 5 why tool was used to define the root causes of the gaps and the problems. 

Using the defined gaps, problems and their root causes, requirements were appointed to the 
design of the new Templates. 

Defining the new way of working [Chapter 7] 
Using the above-mentioned requ irements, the new way of handling European as well as 
Export Returns was defined. 
To reach agreement with Business Unit Special Lighting and the GDC on the new way of 
working, a meeting was held with the key persons with whom the different aspects of both 
procedures were discussed. After the necessary discussions, the meeting resulted in the 
acceptance of the new procedures. 

Implementing the new way of working [Chapter 8] 
The new way of handling European Returns was implemented at the GDC and at all European 
Collection Points. 
The Template for handling Export Returns was implemented at the GDC and at the National 
Lighting Organisations of Taiwan, Mexico, Canada, and the USA. 

Controlling the implemented processes [Chapter 91 
Since there was not more time in the graduation project to perform the control of the 
implemented processes, the control phase was handed over to the SEMO LIS manager who is 
responsible for the whole return process. 

Conclusions concerning the continuation assignment 
European returns 
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To make the European Template applicable for the handling of the European returns of 
Special Lighting, only one change had to be applied to the European Template. All the other 
requi red changes were appl ied to the return process of the GDC. 
Since the European Template did not cover the handling of Unexpected Returns, a procedure 
for Unexpected Returns was added to the European Template. 

Export Returns 
The European Template was not applicable for the handling of the Export Returns of Business 
Unit Special Lighting. For the handling of the Export Returns, a new Template was designed 
for the GDC. This Template will also be applicable for future global distribution centres of 
Philips Lighting. 

Deliverables concerning the continuation assignment 
The assignment consisted of three parts. 

1. Apply the European Template to the handling of the European returns of Business Unit 
Special Lighting. Where that is not possible, identify the gaps and solve them. 

The deliverables: 
► A description of the return process at the GDC (see Appendix 3). 
► Flowcharts visualising the return process at the GDC (see Appendix 3). 
► An overview of the gaps between the present way of working and the European 

Template (see chapter 6). 
► An overview of the occurring problems concerning the handling of returns at the 

GDC (see chapter 6). 
► An overview of the root causes of the gaps and the problems (see chapter 6). 
► A procedure for the handling of European Special Lighting returns; covering the 

process of complaints handling, Collection Point activities and GDC activities (see 
Appendix 6 ). 

► A procedure for the handling of Unexpected Returns, which will also be added to 
the European Template. This procedure has already been included to the 
procedures at the GDC (see Appendix 14). 

► Working instructions for all the departments involved in the handling of Special 
Lighting returns (see Appendix 12). 

2. Design a template for the handling of the Export (Global) Returns of Business Unit Special 
Lighting within the GDC. 

The deliverables: 
> A list of the essential data according to which the decision is made to return Export 

Returns and put the products back to stock (see chapter 7) . 
> A procedure for the handling of Export Special Lighting returns; covering the process 

of complaints handling, activities of the National Lighting Organisations (NLO) and 
GDC activities (see Appendix 9). 

► A Template, which could be applied to future GDCs of Philips Lighting, for the 
handling of Export returns; covering the process of complaints handling, NLO 
activities and GDC activities (see Appendix 13). 

> A document containing the working instructions for the GDC to create a return order 
in SAP. 

> A procedure for the handling of Unexpected Returns, which will also be added to the 
European Template. This procedure has already been included to the procedures at 
the GDC (see Appendix 14). 

► Working instructions for all the departments involved in the handling of Special 
Lighting returns (see Appendix 12). 

3. Implement and control the functioning of the European and Global templates. 
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The deliverables: 
► The procedure for handling European Returns was implemented at the GDC and at all 

European Collection Points (see chapter 8). 
► The Template for handling Export Returns was implemented at the GDC and at the 

National Lighting Organisations of Taiwan, Mexico, Canada, and the USA (see chapter 
8). 

Recommendations concerning the continuation assignment 
After finalizing the GDC project, some recommendations are given. The recommendations are 
divided into recommendations related to the systems, the process and the management. 

Recommendations related to the systems 
VSG 
It is not clear to either RDC VSG or the French SAP Competence Centre how returns are 
handled in the SAP system. The handling of returns in SAP should be clarified to both entities. 

UK 
As mentioned before, the GDC had started a project for moving the SPL stock from the UK to 
the GDC. This is another move towards becoming the global distribution centre of SPL. 
Part of this project concerned the handling of returns. When applying the European 
Template, it was discovered that the UK was never operating according to the template. 
It was discovered that when SAP was implemented in the UK, the Branch Return Order (BRO) 
or the possibi lity to create one was left out. The SAP Competence Centre (SCC) explained 
that it was planning to replace the BRO with a 'Return to Vendor Purchase Order' in the near 
future. The UK was the pilot plant for that. 
Therefore it is recommended to inform at the sec what the exact plans are concerning the 
change from BRO to 'Return to Vendor Purchase Order' and to investigate what this change 
will mean for the processes. 

SAP Complaints Management System (CMS) 
Check whether or not the NLOs can enter their complaints in the European SAP CMS instead 
of sending them by email and making the CSD (GDC) enter them in SAP. 
By skipping the intervention of the CSD, entering the complaint in SAP will take less time and 
be less error sensitive. 

Recommendations related to the process 
The carrier UPS (United Postal Services) 
When UPS cannot deliver an order to the customer (e.g . wrong address, customer refused 
the products), UPS returns them to the sender (GDC). 
During the next contract negotiations, investigate whether or not UPS can return these 
products to the Collection Point of that country instead of return ing them all the way to the 
sender (GDC). Delivering the returns to the Collection Point makes it possible to handle them 
as normal (expected) returns instead of Unexpected Returns. This will not only save 
communication between the GDC and the Collection Point (see 8.3.2), but will also save 
transport costs. 

Lead-time of complaints 
The GDC should examine whether or not the lead-time of handling complaints could be 
shortened. 
The target that is set for complaints is one day for sending a confirmation of receipt to the 
CMSU/NLO and four more days to conclude the complaint. The NLOs in the USA and Taiwan 
are very content with the fast confirmation but customers are complaining about the 
additional period of four days. 

Recommendations related to the management 
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Guidance 
The situation at RDC Acht showed that it is important for the people that are involved in the 
handling of returns, to have the feeling that there is someone at the RDC they can refer to in 
case of problems. And when they do, they should be kept informed if and how these 
problems will be solved. 
Such a person should also be appointed at the Global Distribution Centre of Special Lighting. 
Since the SEMO LIS manager is responsible for the return process, it is recommended to 
assign the above-mentioned responsibility to him. 

Registration of costs 
In both cases (Lamps and Special Lighting), the registration of the costs of returns was not 
properly done all over the supply chain. It explains why nobody has a good picture of what 
the total costs are, what costs they consist of and who is responsible for them. Therefore it is 
recommended that a project should be started to study and map these costs and clarify who 
is responsible for them. 
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Chapter 1 The Organisation1 

This chapter describes the organisation and the activities of Philips Lighting Distribution 
(PLD), Distribution Centre (DC) Brabant Operations Acht and DC Brabant Operations 
Roosendaal. 

1.1 Philips Lighting Distribution (PLO) 

1.1.1 The position and activities of PLO 
Royal Philips Electronics, one of the world's biggest electronics companies, consists of 5 
divisions. One of them is Philips Lighting, the number one (in terms of market share) in the 
global lighting market with a turnover in 2004 of almost 4,5 billion Euro. 

As part of the new organisational set up of Philips Lighting in May 1997, agreement was 
reached between the business units (BUs) to create Philips Lighting Distribution (PLD). PLD is 
the provider of Philips Lighting for all activities related to physical distribution within Europe, 
starting at the end of production in factories up to the end customer. 

The position of PLD within the Royal Philips Electronics organisation is shown in the 
organisation chart below. 

Royal Philips Electronics 

Lighting Semiconductors Consumer Electronics 

Lamps Luminaires Lighting electronics 

Figure 1.1 Organisation of Royal Philips 

Domestic appliances 
and Personal Care 

Medical Systems 

Automotive & Special Lighting 

The mission of PLD is to give their customers a competitive edge in costs and service by: 
• Providing a complete range of physical distribution services from/to and within 

Europe. 
• Managing the distribution chain integrally. 
• Acting as a partner for its customers. 

The services can be processed by internal means (Philips assets or people) or external 
subcontractors. In both cases, the control of operations is under the responsibility of PLD. 

The four internal customers of PLD are the four BU's: Lamps, Luminaires, Automotive & 
Special Lighting and Lighting Electronics (see figure 1.1). PLD offers services both to Supply 
Groups (factories) and Sales Organisations of the BU's. 

1.1.2 Statistics of PLO in February 2005 
Turnover: 120 min. Euro 
People: 1200 
Buildings: 200.000 m2 or 35 football fields 

1 pww.lighting.Philips.com (Philips Intranet) February 2005. 
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1.000.000 or 120 trucks per day. 
50 min or 5 boxes per second. 

1.1.3 PLO Organisations 
PLD consists of four organisations; DC Brabant, Regional-DC (RDC) Pila, RDC UK and RDC 
VSG. Each of these organisations supplies its own region as can be seen in figure 1.2. 

RDC-Pila 

DC-Brabant 

RDC-UK \ 

RDC-VSG 

Figure 1.2 PLD Organisations 

DC Brabant consists of: 
• Operations Acht, which performs two functions. 

A RDC that supplies the region of DC Brabant with Lamps and Luminaires 
products. 
A European DC (EDC) that supplies whole Europe with Lighting Electronics 
products. 

• Operations Roosendaal, which also performs two functions. 

Marwan Mounzer 

An International DC (IDC) that supplies Lamps, Luminaires and Lighting 
Electronics products to countries outside Europe. 
A Global DC (GDC) that supplies the whole world with Special Lighting 
products. 
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Chapter 2 Method of Approach 

To carry out the SPL project in a structured way, the choice was made to use the MEDIC 
framework. The main reason for this choice is that Philips chose this framework to approach 
all process improvement projects. Another reason is its step-by-step approach. Each step 
( called phase in this framework) has clear deliverables and a clear focus. 

2.1 MEDIC1 

This framework is a part of the Philips BEST program. BEST stands for Business Excellence by 
Speed and Teamwork. This program is based on the principles of the Deming-Circle2

• 

The MEDIC framework consists of five phases (see figure 2.1) preceded by the pre-MEDIC 
phase. 

MEDIC 

Map 
easure 

Figure 2.1 The 5 MEDIC Phases 

Each of the phases is discussed by indicating on which aspect(s) it focuses and what its 
deliverables are. 
The MEDIC framework was also used for the structure of this thesis. Next to each phase, the 
chapter is indicated in which the phase is discussed. 

Pre-MEDIC [Chapters 3 and 4] 
This phase focuses on defining the problem(s), the project, its objectives and its scope. It 
also focuses on capturing the time planning and the output of each of the MEDIC phases in 
the project charter. 
The deliverable of this phase is the project charter (see paragraph 4.5 and Appendix 2). 

M-Phase {Map/ Measure} [Chapter 5] 
The M-phase focuses on understanding the process, the inputs and the outputs. 
The deliverable of this phase is a map of the process and its characteristics as it is now. 

1 Pww.Philips.com 
2 Latzko, W.J. and Saunders, D.M. (1995). Four days with Dr. Deming; a strategy for modern methods 
of management. 
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E-Phase {Explore I Evaluate} [Chapter 6] 
The focus of this phase is on gaining an understanding of where and how the process can be 
improved. 
The E-Phase should deliver an analysis and the root causes of the problems and / or gaps. 
Another deliverable is a list of requirements for the new situation that is to be designed. 

D-Phase {Define/ Describe} [Chapter 7] 
This phase focuses on identifying, describing and quantifying the solution. 
Deliverables of this phase are: 

• A plan of counter-measures. 
• A plan of improvement actions. 
• A plan for how the process will operate in the future. 
• A map of the changed process. 
• An outline of the implementation plan. 

I-Phase {Implement/ Improve} [Chapter BJ 
The I-Phase focuses on the implementation of the designed and/ or improved process. 
The deliverable of this phase is the realisation of the implementation plan. So what should 
be done, when it should be done and who should be doing it. This includes revised 
procedures and a communication plan. 

C-Phase {Control I Conform} [Chapter 9] 
The focus in this phase is on a comprehensive control plan and taking corrective actions 
where and when needed. 
The deliverables of the C-Phase are to be: 

• The standardization of the updated procedures. 
• Acceptance by the process owner/ manager. 
• The plan to continuous improvement. 
• The plan to ensure ongoing conformance. 
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Chapter 3 Pre-MEDIC Phase Concerning the Initial 
Assignment 

In paragraph 3.1 the background of the graduation project is described. 3.2 covers the initial 
assignment and the scope. Paragraph 3.3 deals with the literature research and the research 
conducted at DC Brabant Operations Acht (to be called RDC Acht in the rest of this thesis). 
In 3.4 the conclusions of the Pre-MEDIC phase are discussed, followed by the deliverables in 
3.5. 
Due to the research conducted at RDC Acht, four different scenarios were presented 
concerning the continuation of the project. These scenarios and the choice are dealt with in 
3.6. 

3.1 The Background of the Graduation Project1 

PLD had set up a document called the European Template. This document describes PLDs 
standard warehouse management processes. The Standard Procedures Europe (SPE) 
reference team (term in bold are explained in the Glossary), in which all entities of Philips 
Lighting are represented, agreed that all warehouses (DCs) must function according to this 
Template. 
In 2002 PLD and the BU Lamps started to apply this template, but the subject returns was 
not covered. There was no common standard European return process for PLD and also 
none for BU Lamps. This resulted not only in problems in the RDCs but there was also no 
insight in the costs, value and number of returns. Consequently no improvements were 
started to reduce the number of returns, because the actual size of the problem and potential 
savings were unknown. BU lamps and PLD confirmed that improving the process at PLD was 
necessary and would be an excellent basis for further projects on returns. 
Therefore the decision was taken to launch a returns project at PLD. This project was driven 
by two causes: 

• A customer demand to add returns to the European template. The customer in this 
case was the BU Lamps. 

• Problems at the RDCs, especially RDC Acht, with regard to the handling of returns. 

In 2003 PLD initiated a project to create a European Return Template for BU Lamps and to 
implement it in Regional Distribution Centre (RDC) Acht (The Netherlands). In the rest of this 
summary the European Return Template is referred to as the European Template. 
The aim of the project was to shorten the lead-time and increase the standardisation in the 
handling of returns in Europe. For further information see Wanders, P. [2004]. 

3.2 Assignment of the Graduation Project 
After the European Template project was completed and the project team members were 
assigned to other projects, PLD decided to have the European Template reviewed and 
validated. 
Since the Template was designed for Regional Distribution Centres and their European 
Collection Points, PLD also wanted to know whether or not the European Template was 
applicable for the Global Distribution Centre (GDC) of the Business Unit Special Lighting. 
While each RDC receives the returns of its region, the GDC receives the returns from all over 
the world. 
PLD chose to assign this project to a student in the form of a graduation project. 

1 Wanders, P. (2004). Return process at Philips Lighting Distribution, Black Belt Evidence Book. 
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3.2.1 Initial assignment 
As mentioned above, the European Template was designed around the return process of RDC 
Acht (including the European Collection points). Therefore the following assignment was 
formulated: 

Validate the . European Template as implemented at RDC Acht (including the European 
Collection Points). · 

Investigate the applicability of the European Template for the Global Distribution Centre 
of the BU Special Lighting and make the necessary adjustments. 

3.2.2 The scope 
The scope was the return process as designed around RDC Acht from the moment a sales 
organisation (CMSU) initiates a return until the return is handled. A return is handled when 
the products are scrapped or when they have been put back to commercial stock. 
In the rest of this thesis, "the return process as designed around RDC Acht" will be indicated 
as "the return process at RDC Acht". 

PLD wanted the following kept out of the scope: 

• Handling of returns between the customer and the CMSUs. 
The way the CMSUs deal with the customer concerning returns, is the responsibility 
of the CMSUs and not of PLD. The CMSUs decides per case and customer how 
everything should be taken care of. 

• IT changes 
PLD did not prefer any changes in SAP or the warehouse management systems. It 
wanted the issue solved in a procedural way. 

3.3 Approach of the Pre-MEDIC Phase 
To validate the European Template and the return process at RDC Acht, the process was 
studied and a literature research was conducted. In 3.3.2 the literature research and its 
outcome is described. The study of the return process at RDC Acht is dealt with in 3.3.3. 
Finally, in 3.3.4 the deliverables of the Pre-MEDIC Phase are given. 
For a better understanding of these sections, a simplified depiction of the goods flow 
concerning returns is given in 3.3.1. 

3.3.1 General Process Returns 
A return is initiated by the Sales Organisation based on a customer request or complaint. The 
Sales Organisation approves the return and creates a return order in the system (SAP). The 
returns are collected in the country Collection Point. This Collection Point selects the returned 
goods based on a set of criteria. Goods that can be returned to commercial stock are sent 
back to the applicable RDC/GDC. Other goods are scrapped. This is the responsibility of the 
country CMSU. 
The RDC/GDC receives the goods and puts them back to commercial stock. 
If in a specific country a RDC is located, the collection point of that country is located in the 
RDC. RDC Acht contains also the Collection Point of the Benelux. 
Returns from the customer to a Collection Point are called Customer Returns. Returns from 
the Collection Point to the GDC are called Branch Returns (see figure 3.1). 
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Customer Collection point RDC/GDC 

Customer return 
0 0 

All returns Good returns 

Scrap 

Figure 3.1 Return Process 

3.3.2 Literature Research 
To validate the European Template, a search was carried out for scientific literature on the 
field of reverse logistics, in particular literature about the set up of a return process within an 
organ isation. The goal was to compare the European Template to models or real life 
examples described in the literature. Although many articles were found in the field of reverse 
logistics, no literature was found, which was applicable to the studied situation. 

3.3.3 Study of RDC Acht 
To get more insight in the return process at RDC Acht, people of all the departments involved 
in the return process, were interviewed. See Appendix 1 for an overview of the departments. 
These people were asked to give their view of the return process and the European 
Template. They were also asked to indicate the problems that they were experiencing and 
the problems they foresaw in the future. 
It was noticed that the closer the interviewee was to the physical process the more problems 
he or she indicated and the more he or she were dissatisfied with the European Template. 

To fully understand the return process at RDC Acht and the functioning of the European 
Template, returns were followed from the moment the sales organisation entered them into 
the system until they were booked back to stock or scrapped. 
To experience the process even better participation in the process was initiated. This, 
together with the realisation of the employees that their problems were getting attention, 
lead to the following results: 

It enabled mapping the process systematically. 
The problems that the employees had indicated in the interviews could be verified . 
The employees could point out real life examples 
Problems were encountered that the employees had forgotten to mention in the 
interviews. 
It illustrated the way people were using the European Template. 

To verify the problems and determine their root causes, the 5 Whys tool2•
3 was used. See 6.2 

for a detailed description of the 5 Whys tool. 

Root Causes 
The determined root causes were related to different aspects of the handling of returns. A 
part of the root causes related to organisational issues. Another part related to the 
documentation and communication of data. The last part related to the process itself. 
To depict these different root causes in a structural way, the PMI model of Bemelmans4 was 
used. It was chosen because it made it possible to assign the three different kinds of root 

2 Spann, M.S. (1999). Transferring Lean Manufacturing to Small Manufacturers: The Role of NIST-MEP. 
3 www.isixsigma.com 
-1 Bemelmans, T.M.A. (2000). Bestuurlijke lnformatiesystemen en Automatisering. Kluwer 

Bedrijfsinformatie. 
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causes (process, organisational and data) to the three elements of the model; Process, 
Management and Information provision. 
Recommendations were given for solving the root causes. 

3.4 Conclusions 
After studying the return process and the European Template at RDC Acht it was concluded 
that the European Template sufficed in the requirements of the return process. It covered all 
aspects of the process. 
The three problems related to the process concerned activities that could be performed more 
efficiently. For example, documents being faxed to the CMSU in stead of emailing them. 
A part of the problems related to information provision were due to scattered or unregistered 
information such as the costs related to returns. The other part was due to the new 
warehouse management system that was implemented without taking returns into 
consideration. 
But the major part of the problems was due to not enough management attention. The 
process was not controlled. 

The follow up of the returns project was not done properly. 
After the project was completed, returns did not get the attention they needed. This 
missing supervision had the effect that people did not work according to the 
Template. They relapsed into old habits without it being noticed. 
The return employees got little to no feedback. 
Feedback was given neither on the performance of the return process, nor on issues 
indicated by the employees. 
There was no guidance. 
The return employees did not have the feeling that there was someone they could 
approach in case of questions or problems. A result was that problems were not 
reported anymore. Another result was that in case the employees did not understand 
the purpose of a certain activity, they did not ask about it. In stead they just stopped 
performing it. 

- There was no backup for the sorting and checking of returns. 
During absence due to vacation or sickness, these activities were not performed, 
which lead to an increasing stock of unhandled returns. 

For more information about the PMI model and the research conducted at RDC Acht, see 
Mounzer, M.N. (2004). 

3.5 Deliverables of the Initial Assignment 
The initial assignment consisted of two parts. 

1. Validate the European Template as implemented at RDC Acht (including the European 
Collection Points). 

The deliverables (see Mounzer [2004]): 
► A description of the return process at RDC Acht. 
► Flowcharts visualising the return process at RDC Acht. 
► An overview of the occurring problems concerning the handling of returns at RDC 

Acht. 
► An overview of the root causes of the problems. 
► A validation of the European Template based on the extent to which the 

problems at RDC Acht related to the Template or to other factors. 

2. Investigate the applicability of the European Template for the Global Distribution Centre 
of the BU Special Lighting and make the necessary adjustments. 
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As a result of the above-mentioned research and its results, a meeting was held to 
determine in which direction the graduation should be continued. 
Four alternative scenarios were presented during that meeting. The scenario concerning 
the return process of the Business Unit Special Lighting was chosen. 
The scenario and its deliverables will be discussed in part II of this management 
summary. 

3.6 Continuation of the Project/ Final assignment 
After the above-mentioned research was performed, it was concluded that problems existed 
in the field of returns that needed to be solved before applying the European Return 
Template to the return process of the GDC of Special Lighting. 
Therefore a meeting was held to determine in which direction the graduation should be 
continued. Next to the "GDC of Special Lighting" scenario, three alternative scenarios were 
presented at this meeting. 

In 3.6.1 to 3.6.4 the different scenarios are presented. 3.6.5 explains which scenario was 
chosen and why. 

3.6.1 Template GDC Special Lighting 
This proposal consisted of using the obtained knowledge of the European Template and the 
return process at RDC Acht to design a template for the returns at the GDC of Special 
Lighting. 
BU Special Lighting (SPL) used the Lamps SAP standards. Therefore the procedures of 
Lamps also applied for Special Lighting. Furthermore SPL was part of the SPE reference team, 
which had approved the European Template. Nevertheless it was not checked if the 
procedures for handling returns were also applicable for its GDC. 

As mentioned in the initial assignment, PLD wanted the applicability of the European 
Template tested for the handling of SPL returns at the GDC. The main reason was that the 
global distribution centre (GDC) had intercontinental deliveries (export). Therefore also 
intercontinental returns (Export returns) must be handled, which was not covered by the 
European Template. 

During the research at RDC Acht, interviews were held with the SPL account manager at the 
GDC and the SEMO LIS manager. They indicated that the return process at the GDC was not 
functioning well and mentioned the following problems. 

• There was no clear procedure for the handling of returns at the GDC. 
• There was no clear communication between the CMSUs and the GDC. 
• Returns were being delivered at the GDC without earl ier notification. The GDC did not 

know the origin or the reason of these returns. 

3.6.2 Costs of returns 
After searching for the costs of the handling of returns, that included all the Philips entities in 
Europe, the following could be stated: not one of the entities was able to give complete 
information concerning their costs for the handling of returns. After being referred to many 
people, the following problems could be stated. Some reactions from Philips entities are 
given: 

• Transport costs of returns are not registered separately. They are combined with the 
other transportation costs. " Costs of transport related to returns are treated like other 
transport costs and booked at the account of the customer that ordered the 
transport. " 

• The CMSU does not care what the invoice that they get from the RDC consists of. 
• Information concerning returns has not yet been registered. "We haven't been 

registering those costs so far. That's why it is so difficult to get right data ve,y 
easily." 
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• The information is scattered. "To get such information somebody from our 
organization should spend a few days to check all transport invoices manually. " "The 
info you are asking for is ve,y detailed and not so easy to compile. " 

• Sometimes it is so scattered that it seems it does not exist. "Transport costs from the 
customers to the collection points and handling costs of the collection points and 
RDCs I do not have. The same goes for scrapping costs. " 

• Many people think that the information in the system is accurate and complete. 
However this information just indicates the handling costs. These costs are also 
estimates since their calculation is based on an estimate of the quantity of boxes 
returned. 

Therefore it was concluded that the registration of costs related to returns is not performed 
well at all. Either they were not registered, or combined with other costs or scattered in such 
a way that it took a lot of time to retrieve them. And the data that was present in the system 
was not accurate. Moreover, it was not clear who the owner of this information is. 
Many people stated that returns are of minor importance because the costs are low. But no 
one actually knew what the real (total) costs were. 
Therefore the proposal was to map all costs of returns within Europe, mapping the causes of 
the bad registration and designing a better way of registration. This would finally clarify what 
the costs of returns are. It would also enable the monitoring of the all-round performance of 
returns and clarify on which aspect of returns could be saved the most. 

3.6.3 Solving the problems encountered at RDC Acht 
As mentioned before, RDC Acht was still experiencing problems related to the return process, 
its management and the information provision. 
Mapping the problems and identifying their root causes created a good foundation for solving 
these problems. 
Solving the problems would not only smoothen the return process at RDC Acht, but would 
also have generated more insight in the origination of the problems and how to deal with 
them in future implementations. 
Furthermore, the implementation of the Template at the other DCs will have more support of 
the employees when they know that it functions well at RDC Acht than when it is still 
experiencing problems. 

3.6.4 Incorporating the Handling of Returns into the System 
Although the handling of returns at RDC Acht was incorporated in SAP, still much data was 
entered manually. It was noticed that the data in the system was neither complete nor 
accurate. Also many documents were being faxed to and fro between the CMSU and the 
return department. Furthermore a lot of information was kept in files (ring binders) instead of 
in the system. 
That is why it was proposed to investigate to which extent returns could be incorporated into 
the system, aiming at: 

Minimizing the manual data entry. 
Minimizing the use of hard copy documents (faxes, documents in ring binders). 
Ensuring complete and rel iable data in the system. 

As a result of the first two issues, the handling of returns would become easier, have a 
shorter lead-time, less erroneous input in the system and more data being stored in the 
Central Data Warehouse (the systems database). 
The third issue would result in a system database from which a clear and reliable overview 
can be obtained of the performance of the return process. 

By making the handling of returns easier, faster and less erroneous, a higher acceptance will 
be achieved within the organisation for the implementation of the Template. This effect will 
especially be achieved with the people that have to perform the return handling activities. 
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3.6.5 The chosen scenario 
From the beginning PLO wanted the GDC Special Lighting scenario to be carried out. The 
meeting in which the three alternative scenarios were presented did not change that. The 
reasons why the other three alternative scenarios were not chosen, is given below. 

Costs of returns 
During the presentation of the scenarios, the preference for this scenario was pointed out 
due to its structural approach. Before performing an activity, the costs should be known. 
Knowing the costs of performing the activity help in determining the most cost effective way 
of performing it. 
However, comparing costs and procedures, PLO stated that at the moment having a 
procedure for the GDC to handle returns was more important. 

Incorporating the Handling of Returns into the System 
As mentioned before, PLO did not prefer any changes in the IT environment. It wanted the 
issue solved in a procedural way. 
Furthermore PLO has a department (IT-PLD) that supports the ICT infrastructure for all the 
PLD organisations. PLO prefers that IT changes are done by IT-PLO. 

Solving the problems encountered at RDC Acht 
PLO concluded that since the problems at RDC Acht were identified and clearly mapped, the 
RDC Acht organisation should be able to solve the problems. 

The rest of this thesis will discuss solely the GDC Special Lighting assignment, which will be 
called the GDC assignment. 
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Chapter 4 Pre-MEDIC Phase Concerning the GDC 
Assignment 

During the Pre-MEDIC phase of the GDC assignment an introduction was given of DC Brabant 
Operations Roosendaal (to be called the GDC in the rest of this thesis) and its processes. This 
introduction gave a good insight of the problems that already had been observed by the 
management and their personnel. These problems were used to formulate the objectives that 
the project must have, the project itself and its scope. All this is discussed successively in 
paragraph 4.1 to 4.4 inclusive. Finally in paragraph 4.5 the project charter will be dealt with . 

4.1 Problems 
During the interviews that were held with the GDC management and its personnel, the 
following problems were mentioned concerning the handling of returns: 

- It was not clear which activities had to be performed and who was responsible for 
these activities. 

- There was no clear communication between the CMSUs and the GDC. 
Returns were being delivered at the GDC without earlier notification. The GDC did not 
know the origin or the reason of these returns. These returns are called 
Unexpected Returns. 
Export is a typical feature of SPL, which was not covered by the Lamps SAP 
standards. Special Lighting had approved the European Template without checking 
whether it fitted its business. 

- Throughout the return chain of Lighting, it was not clear how to handle SPL returns. 
While Collection Points were sending SPL returns to the GDC without sorting them 
because that was what they were asked to do, the people at the GDC were surprised 
by the amount of damaged goods that was sent back to them. 

The main problem was defined as: 
''Although Special Lighting had approved the European Template, it was not applying the 
Template at the GDC Moreover, it was not checked whether the Template fitted the Special 
Lighting business, which contained a GDC~ 

4. 2 Objectives 
BU Special Lighting (SPL) used the Lamps SAP standards. Therefore the European Template 
also applied for Special Lighting. But the European Template only covered the handling of 
European returns. That is why the following objectives were assigned to the project: 

■ The European SPL returns must be handled as much as possible according to the 
European Template, solving the present problems. 

■ Designing and implementing a template for the handling of SPL Export Returns. 

4.3 Assignment 
Using the objectives the following assignment was formulated: 

Apply the European Template to the handling of the European returns of BU Special Lighting. 
Where that is not possible, identify the gaps and solve them. 

Design a template for the handling of the Export (Global) Returns of Special Lighting within 
the GDC. 

Implement and control the functioning of the European and Global templates. 
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4.4 Project scope 
The scope is the return process of Special Lighting from the moment a sales organisation 
(CMSU) creates a return order in the system (SAP) until the return is handled. A return is 
handled when the products are scrapped or when they have been put back to commercial 
stock. 
Also Unexpected Returns are in the scope. 
The implementation will take place at DC Brabant operations Roosendaal. 

The following is kept out of the scope: 

■ Handling of returns between the customer and the CMSUs. 
The way the CMSUs deal with the customer concerning returns, is the responsibility 
of the CMSUs and not of PLD. The CMSUs decides per case and customer how 
everything should be taken care of. 

• IT changes 
PLD did not want any changes in SAP or the warehouse management systems. It 
wanted the issue solved in a procedural way. 

4.5 The Project Charter 
In the project charter it is pointed out which activities are to be performed in each phase and 
what the deliverables are (see Appendix 2). It is also indicated how much time (in weeks) is 
available for each phase. It was very challenging to execute the project within the three 
months that were left of the graduation period. 
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Chapter 5 M-Phase (Map/Measure the Present Situation) 

In order to be able to determine to which extent European returns at the GDC were being 
handled according to the European Template, it was necessary to map the present way of 
working. In paragraph 5.1 a short summary is given of the present way of working. The 
complete map can be found in Appendix 3. 

5.1 A summary of the present way of working 

First an overview is given of the different kinds of returns that concerned the GDC. 

When returns originate from countries outside Europe, they are called Export Returns. These 
countries' Sales Organisations do not work with SAP Europe (SE) but with SAP America, SAP 
Asia or not with SAP at all. Therefore returns at the GDC are divided into European Returns 
and Export Returns. However, at the time of this project no Export Returns had been 
received yet. 
These two kinds of returns can be divided again in Expected Returns and Unexpected 
Returns (see figure 5.1). Expected Returns are returns for which the Sales Organisation has 
created a return order in the System (SAP) and for which the Collection Point has created a 
Branch Return Order. Unexpected Returns arrive at the GDC without the knowing of the 
Sales Organisation, Collection Point or GDC. Therefore Unexpected Returns do not contain a 
return order or a Branch Return Order. 

Expected 
Returns 

RETURNS 

EU Returns Export Returns 

Unexpected 
Returns 

Unexpected 
Returns 

Figure 5.1 Composition of returns 

Expected 
Returns 

A return was initiated by the Sales Organisation based on a customer request or complaint. 
The GDC investigated the complaint and advised the Sales Organisation of how to handle the 
complaint. The Sales Organisation approved the return and created a return order in the 
system (SAP). 
The Sales Organisation arranged the transportation of the goods from the customer to the 
country Collection Point. The Collection Point did not check or sort the products. All products 
(damaged and undamaged) were sent to the GDC. 
The GDC received the goods and sorted them, but there were no rules for the sorting of the 
products. Products that were approved, were booked to commercial stock. The other 
products were scrapped. 
There was no procedure for the handling of Unexpected Returns. Unexpected Returns were 
not investigated to find out their origin and the reason for the return. They were simply 
booked to stock via a stock discrepancy. 
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Chapter 6 E Phase (Explore/Evaluate the Present 
Situation) 

The first objective of this project is for the Special Lighting returns to be handled as much as 
possible according to the European Template and solving the occurring problems. Therefore 
in this chapter the present way of working for European returns, as mapped in Appendix 3, is 
evaluated by comparing it to the European Template1

• 

The observed gaps are discussed in paragraph 6.1. For each gap the reasons are given in 
paragraph 6.2. Paragraph 6.3 and 6.4 discuss respectively the problems that are occurring 
during the present way of working and their causes. Finally in paragraph 6.5 the 
requirements for the new template are given. 

6.1 Defining the gaps between the present way of working and the 
European Template 

To determine where the present way of working differs from the European Template, the two 
working methods were compared. This comparison resulted in the gaps listed in table 6.1. 
Bear in mind that not all gaps are by definition a problem or have to be eliminated. 

Table 6.1 The gaps between the present way of working and the European Template. 

GAP Description 
1 The administrative and The administrative activities (performing the goods receipt and 

physical activities of the making a Branch Return Order) and a part of the physical activities 
collection point are (collecting the goods) of handling returns is done by the collection 
performed by 2 different point. But the other physical part (sorting & checking the goods) is 
entities. done by the GDC. This results in higher transport costs between 

the collection point and the GDC due to the transport of damaged 
products. And since the goods are accepted by the Collection Point 
without sorting the products, the customer is credited without 
verifying if the return corresponds with the information on the 
CRO. 

2 No clear rules concerning There is no clear set of rules which can be used to determine 
what to scrap and what to which returned products are to be scrapped and which are to be 
put back to stock. put back to stock. This is determined by the person that checks the 

returned products, which is not always the same person. 

3 No targets on returns 
There are no measurements and targets at all on returns (not on 
performance GDC and not on performance of the collection point 
activities). There is no control loop in place. That is why returns 
are the last to be handled. 

4 Incoming returns not When a carrier returns products, it is such a small volume that no 
planned appointment for unloading is needed. Return shipments are 

handled in between normal incoming shipments. 

5 GDC has no dedicated people Due to the fact that the activities of handling returns do not count 
working on returns. up to a full FTE, the GDC does not have some-one solely working 

on returns. The different return handling activities are divided over 
several people as a side issue. Therefore no-one feels responsible 
for returns. This together with the fact that no targets exist for 
returns account for returns being the last to be handled. 

6 Repacking is done Sometimes returned products are repacked to be put back to 
stock. But it is not done accurately. Since the GDC does not have 
(reserve) packaging for the products, the products are put in any 
box that can be found. 

1 Wanders, P. (2004) . Return process at Philips Lighting Distribution, Black Belt Evidence Book. 
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Continuation of Table 6.1 

GAP Descriotion 
7 Broken boxes back to stock Also broken boxes are put back to stock 

8 GDC has a local complaint Next to the SAP complaint management system, the GDC also uses 
management system a local complaint management system (ICARUS). However, it is 
(ICARUS) also used for other purposes such as internal invoicing (within the 

GDC). 

9 Different way of solving When misplaced products are discovered on the shelf during the 
problems encountered when put away, the assignment is blocked untill this problem is solved . 
putting products back to According to the template the assignment is to be executed and 
stock the misplaced products are to be removed so that all processes are 

not delayed while this problem is being solved. 

10 Unexpected returns The GDC has also to deal with unexpected returns. Those are 
returns for which no return order has been created (yet). This 
aspect is not treated in the template. 

11 At the GDC there is no fixed At the GDC there is no fixed location where returns are put in 
and separate location for anticipation of their handling . At the moment several locations are 
returns used. Therefore it is not clear which, how much, where and how 

long returns are at the GDC. 

12 No attempt to get a return When an unexpected return is received, the CMSU is sent an e-
order from CMSU when mail and the products are put back to stock using an inventory 
unexpected returns are discrepancy. The CMSU is asked to enter a complaint, but not a 
received return order. This makes it impossible to monitor unexpected 

returns. Furthermore in such cases the crediting is done without 
using the system (SAP) since no return order is created. This 
makes also the financial aspects of unexpected returns difficult to 
monitor. 

13 No or slow communication There is hardly any communication with the CMSU's or Collection 
with CMSU and collection Points regarding returns. Most of the contact was conducted by 
ooints email. Problems were resolved slower than bv ohone. 

14 Concerning returns, there is When data is entered in EVELIN this data is not interfaced with 
an interface from SAP to SAP. The data has to be entered into SAP manually. This is error 
EVELIN, but not from sensitive and also takes time. 
~Vl=I TN tn CAD 

15 Export Returns Since the GDC also has returns from countries that do not use SAP 
(Non SAP Europe returns) Europe or SAP at all, these countries cannot enter a return order in 

SAP Europe. And thus, a way of handling these returns must be 
defined 
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6.2 Defining the causes of the gaps 

To define the root causes of the gaps the 5 whys tool was used. This tool has the following 
principle: 

When a problem is found, ask "why" five times~Repeating "why?fffive times gets to the real 
root cause of the problem rather than rnerely f~sponding to symptoms. 2,

3
-

An example2 of the 5 Whys tool: 
Problem Statement: Customers are unhappy because they are being shipped products that 
don't meet their specifications. 
1. Why are customers being shipped bad products? 

- Because manufacturing built the products to a specification that is different from what 
the customer and the sales person agreed to. 

2. Why did manufacturing build the products to a different specification than that of sales? 
- Because the sales person expedites work on the shop floor by calling the head of 

manufacturing directly to begin work. An error happened when the specifications were 
being communicated or written down. 

3. Why does the sales person call the head of manufacturing directly to start work instead 
of following the procedure established in the company? 
- Because the "start work" form requires the sales director's approval before work can 

begin and slows the manufacturing process (or stops it when the director is out of the 
office). 

4. Why does the form contain an approval for the sales director? 
- Because the sales director needs to be continually updated on sales for discussions with 

the CEO. 

In this case only four Whys were required to find out that a non-value added signature 
authority is helping to cause a process breakdown. 

The 5 whys tool was chosen because of the following reasons: 
It resembles two of the most applied root cause analysis tools (the Cause and Effect 
Diagram3 and the Current reality Tree3

'
4
), but it is easier to use. For a comparison see 

Doggett (2004). 
It helps to quickly identify the root cause of a problem. 
It is useful in all types of business situations. 
It is most useful when problems involve human factors or interactions. 

The root cause analysis of a gap was started at the department where the gap was detected. 
The department was asked why the gap existed. The same was done with the causes of the 
gaps. 
The root cause analysis was carried out over departments. When a cause concerned another 
department, the department was contacted to verify the issue and determine its cause. 
The above-mentioned was done until no more causes were found. The last cause found, was 
the root cause. When possible, examples of the root causes were gathered as proof. 
The findings of the root cause analysis were verified at the operations manager. 

The results are presented in the following 3 figures: 

) . . . 
- www.1s1xs1gma.com 
3 www.thedecalogue.com 
4 www.dbrmfg.co.nz 
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Causes of Gaps (1 - 3) 
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Figure 6.1 Causes of the Gaps (Part 1 of 3) 
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Causes of Gaps (2 - 3) 
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Figure 6.2 Causes of the Gaps (Part 2 of 3) 
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Causes of Gaps (3 - 3) 
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Figure 6.3 Causes of the Gaps (Part 3 of 3) 
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6.3 Defining the problems that are occurring during the present 
way of working 

While mapping the present way of working, the departments that are involved in the handling 
of returns were asked which problems they foresaw. The problems that were detected during 
the mapping of the present way of working are given in table 6.2. 

Table 6.2 The problems detected during the mapping of the present way of working. 

Problem Descriotion 
1 The handling of returns is Non of the people involved in the handling of returns considers 

considered a sub function returns as a primary function. They are given the lowest priority 
and handled only when there is time left over. 

2 It is not clear which entity Many people do not know which entity is responsible for the 
(CMSU, GDC, IPLC's) is different costs that result from returns (transport, handling, scrap) 
responsible for the different 
rnc:tc: --.... ~• ,;, .. - rPh 1rnc: 

3 Returns stay unnoticed Some returns stay unnoticed for a couple of weeks before being 
handled 

4 Carriers return undelivered Some carriers have the policy to automatically return the products 
products to the GDC without to the sender when they are not able to deliver the products. This 
notifying the GDC or the even happens when the delivery address is in the USA or Asia. The 
CMSU GDC gets the bill for the transport. 

5 There is no reporting of Also after their arrival at the GDC, no data is registered about 
unexnPrted returns unexnPcted returns. 

6 The Forward To employee This employee has learnt by practice what to do when he needs to 
was not properly taught how handle a return, but still doesn't know the reason and meaning of 
to handle returns performing the different tasks. 

7 It's not known which existing It is not known which existing returns have already been received 
returns have yet to be by the GDC and which are to be expected. 

8 Collection Points are not According to the template the delivery note should be sent with 
sending delivery notes with the products by the collection points. But most of the returns are 
the return shipments arriving at the GDC without a delivery note. 
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6.4 Defining the causes of the problems 

Also for finding the causes of these problems the 5 why's tool was used as can be seen in 
figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4 Causes of the Problems 
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6.5 Requirements for the procedures that are to be designed 

The gaps and problems defined during the E-phase resulted in requirements for the 
templates to be designed in the next phase (D-phase). These requirements and their reasons 
are shown in the tables below. 

Table 6.3 The requirements for the new procedures due to the identified gaps 

GAP Reauirement Reason 
1 The administrative and A choice must be made of It is not in conformance with the 

physical activities of the keeping the administrative and template. 
collection point are physical Collection Point 
performed by 2 different activities separate (adjusting the 
entities. template) or keeping them 

together (adjusting the present 
wav of workina. 

2 There are no clear rules A clear set of rules should be set These rules will make the output 
concerning what to scrap and up to determine when returns of the process more uniform and 
what to put back to stock. can be put back to stock and enable the employee to perform 

when they should be scrapped. his task faster. 

3 There are no targets on the Targets should be defined on To indicate how the process of 
lead time of returns the lead time of the handling of return handling should be 

returns at the GDC performing and to control that it is 
,performinQ as such. 

4 Incoming returns are not No requirements. Since the volume per delivery is 
planned separately small (L TL), it is not necessary to 

include them into the planning. 
They are handled in between 
shioments. 

5 The GDC does not have No requirements as far as a It must be possible to hold people 
dedicated people working on dedicated person is concerned, responsible for their performance. 
returns. but the responsibilities of the Together with the set targets th is 

people involved with return should lead to a situation in which 
handling must be well appointed. returns are taken seriously and 

given more attention . 

6 Repacking is done Clear rules are to be set up for To get a uniform way of handling 
when returns are to be returns . 
repacked . 

7 Broken boxes are put back to Clear rules are to be set up for To get a uniform way of handling 
stock when broken boxes are to be put returns. 

back to stock. 
8 The GDC has a local No requirements. Registration of complaints is 

complaint management defined in template but not the 
svstem OCARUS) svstem. 

9 A different way of solving The European template for This is a part of the European 
problems is used when warehousing should be followed template of warehousing that also 
putting products back to applies to the GDC. It is also 
stock used fo r the put away of returns. 
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Continuation of Table 6.3 

GAP Reauirement Reason 
10 Unexpected returns A procedure for the handling of These returns exist but are not 

unexpected returns must be set treated in the European template. 
up and should be added to the 
return template. 

11 At the GDC there is no fixed A fixed location should be The overview of returns will 
and separate location for assigned to returns. improve. This way returns will no 
returns lonaer stav unnoticed. 

12 No attempt to get a return This gap must be solved by A return order is necessary to 
order from CMSU when setting up a procedure for carry out the crediting of the 
unexpected returns are handling unexpected returns customer in SAP. 
received (see aao 11) . 

13 There is no or slow A list must be made with contact People will know whom to contact 
communication with CMSU persons at the CMSU for at the CMSU or Collection Point 
and collection points occasional as well as structural when issues need to be resolved. 

issues. In the long run it will result in a 
relationship in which the 2 entities 
will contact each other much 
easier. 

14 Concerning returns , there is Since creating the link is too Otherwise a stock discrepancy 
an interface from SAP to expensive/ time consuming , a will be created between EVELIN 
EVELIN, but not from clear procedure should be set up and SAP. 
EVELIN to SAP to cope with this lack of 

interface. 
15 Export returns A procedure must be set up for Not indicated in European 

the handling of Export returns template. 
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Table 6.4 The requirements for the new procedures due to the identified problems 

Problem Reauirement Reason 
1 The handling of returns is Performance indicators should It should be possible to address 

considered a sub function be assigned to the handling of and evaluate people on their 
returns. functioning concerning returns . 

The people involved are then 
forced to consider the handling of 
returns as one of their primary 
functions 

2 It is not clear which entity The costs must be mapped. To make sure that the costs are 
(CMSU , GDC, IPLC's) is paid for by the right entity. 
responsible for the different 
costs concernina returns 

3 Returns stay unnoticed A procedure should be set up to To make sure that all returns are 
minimise the chance of a return handled and that they are 
stavinq unnoticed. handled as soon as possible. 

4 Carriers return undelivered Since this is the accepted way of These returns must also be 
products to the GDC without working of the carrier , the handled. 
notifying the GDC or the procedure of handling 
CMSU unexpected returns (Gap 11) will 

have to solve this problem. 
5 There is no reporting of The procedure of handling This way returns and their targets 

unexpected returns and an unexpected returns should can be monitored. 
insufficient reporting of the include registration of these 
other returns returns . And the registration of 

the other returns must be 
improved. This to be able to 
measure to which extent the 
GDC is meetina its taraets. 

6 The Forward To employee The employee should be taught It will improve the employees 
was not properly taught how the best way to handle returns in work as well as his job 
to handle returns in SAP SAP. Furthermore a document satisfaction . The document will 

should be set up in which this is serve as a backup as well as a 
explained. guidebook for the any other 

person that might perform this job 
in the future. 

7 It's not known which existing There must be a way of tracing Returns that have already been 
return orders have yet to be which existing returns have been entered for a long period without 
received received and which still have to being received, can be detected 

be received. much faster. This way the CMSU 
and/or the collection point can be 
notified. 

8 A big part of the return Make sure that the Collection Otherwise additional work must 
shipments from the Points keep following the return be done to be able to handle the 
Collection points is sent template . return. 
without a delivery note 
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Chapter 7 D-Phase (Define/Describe the Solution) 

In this phase it is outlined how the requirements defined in the E-phase (chapter 6) were 
fulfilled. In the first paragraph the fulfilment of the requirements that resulted from the gaps 
between the present way of working and the template for the European returns are 
presented. In paragraph 7.2 the fulfilment of the requirements is discussed, which resulted 
from the problems occurring due to the present way of working. And finally paragraph 7.3 
discusses the design of the procedure, which was set up for the handling of Export Returns. 

7 .1 Fulfilling the requirements that resulted from the gaps 

To reach agreement with Special Lighting and the GDC on the fu lfilment of the requirements, 
a meeting was held with the key persons. In this meeting the different issues and the 
proposed solutions were presented. This information was discussed and a choice was made 
of how to fulfil each of the requirements. The results are presented in the following 
paragraph. 

7.1.1 The solutions for the Requirements 
A choice must be made of keeping the administrative and physical Collection Point activities 
separate (adjusting the template) or keeping them together {adjusting the present way of 
working. 
This was the most important choice that had to be made because a big part of the activities 
performed at the GDC depended on it. 
Three options were possible: 

1. The Collection Points collect the returns, perform the administrative activities and 
sends all returns to the GDC where they are sorted. (Holding on to the present way 
of working) 

2. The Collection Points collect the returns, sort them and perform the administrative 
activities. (Working according to the template) 

3. The GDC collects the returns, sorts them and performs the administrative activities. 

Customer complaints concern shipments, which are a combination of SPL products and 
products of other BUs. 
Option three suggests that, unlike the returns of the other BUs, SPL returns would be picked 
up separately at the customer (somewhere in Europe) and transported directly to the GDC. 
To pick the SPL products separately, the customer must be asked to split the return in SPL 
products and other products. Special Lighting and the Dutch Sales Organisation made it clear 
that asking the customer to split the return is not acceptable. Therefore option three was not 
an option anymore. 

Options one and two were left. The advantages and disadvantages of these two options, 
which are given in table 7.1, were based on the findings during the study of the European 
Template and the root cause analysis of the first gap mentioned in chapter six. 
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Table 7.1 Advantages and disadvantages of the two options mentioned in 7.1.1 

Present way of working Template 

Advantages 1. The way of working stays 1. The crediting of the clients is based on complete data 
unchanged. since the products are sorted and checked at the CP 

2. The GDC will keep receiving the before issuing the goods. 
damaged products to learn from . 12 . The GDC will receive only good products from the 

3. Special Lighting will only be invoiced Collection Points. 
by the GDC. ~- Less transport costs from Collection Point to GDC. 

14. Special lighting works according to agreed template 
and proven procedures and IT procedures. 

~- Less work has to be done at the GDC (no sorting). 
6. Collection Points can handle SPL returns like other 

returns. 
Disadvantages 1. The customer is credited on 1. Special Lighting will be billed by the different Collection 

incomplete data Points. 
2. Higher transport costs between 2. The GDC will not receive damaged products to learn 

Collection Point and GDC. from. 
3. Physical flow is separated from 

administrative flow: error sensitive. 
4. Template must be changed. This 

takes a lot of effort and time. 
5. The GDC has indicated that not 

much can be learned from damaged 
returns. 

The advantages of the present way of working do not weigh against the advantages of using 
the Template. 
In the Template way of working, the Collection points will be handling the SPL returns the 
same way as other returns and the GDC will perform less work. Therefore changing the way 
of working will not require any investments, which weakens the first advantage of the present 
way of working. 
The second advantage of the present way of working is eliminated by the GDC indicating that 
not much can be learned from damaged goods (fifth disadvantage). 
As for the third advantage, since all other BUs are invoiced by the Collection Points, it should 
not be a problem for BU SPL. 

On the other hand, the Template way of working results in an accurate crediting of the 
customer, saves transportation costs, reduces work at the GDC and generates a uniform way 
of working at the Collection Points. 

Initially the account manager of BU Special Lighting (SPL) at the GDC was in favour of the 
present way of working option because this way SPL only has to deal with one entity, the 
GDC. But after observing the above-mentioned information, the Template way of working 
was chosen unanimously. 
This choice meant that the Collection Points would have to sort the products before sending 
them to the GDC. And only the products that comply with certain rules are to be sent back to 
the GDC. 

A clear set of rules should be set up to determine when returns can be put back to stock and 
when they should be scrapped. 
Besides the fact that the objective for the European returns is to handle them as much as 
possible according to the European Template, Special Lighting uses the same Collection 
Points as Lamps. These Collection Points are working according to the template that Special 
Lighting has approved. Therefore it was the aim to use as much as possible the same rules 
for sorting Special Lighting as are used for Lamps. But due to the fact that many products of 
Special Lighting have a much higher value than Lamps products, the rules could not simply 
be copied. 
Since the IPLCs are the owners of the products and have to give their approval, the IPLC 
planners were involved in defining the rules. It was decided that the rules must have the 
following goals: 
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1. Minimize the risk that the products, which are taken back to stock, will cause another 
return. 
A return will cost much more in terms of transport and handling costs than the value 
of the product. Furthermore it might damage the Philips goodwill at the customer. 

2. No products are to be sent to the !PLC for further checkinq, repair or repacking. 
This will bring about additional expenses like the additional transport costs from the 
GDC to the IPLC, the handling costs for checking, repairing and/or repacking the 
products and the costs for taking the measures to make this possible. 
These expenses will be higher than the value of the products. 

Bearing these goals in mind, the following rules were set up: 

- The products must have a live (current) 12NC 
This means that the products must still be in the assortment of Special Lighting. 
Otherwise the products are not sold anymore. 

- The lamps/products must be undamaged 
This rule speaks for itself 

- The packaging must be undamaged 
When the packaging is damaged, there is a chance that the product will not function 
anymore. To be sure the product will have to be sent to the IPLC for checking (and 
possibly repacking) the product. 

- No additional labels (carrier labels, customer labels etc.), tape or writing are allowed 
on the packaging 
Otherwise the customer will notice that and will have doubts about the quality of the 
product. For instance a label of another customer will indicate that this product has 
been delivered before to another customer. For obvious reasons this customer will 
not be satisfied with this kind of service. 

- The products may not be stencil brand products (products with another brand than 
Philips printed on it) 
These products have been specially made for a certain customer. They cannot be 
sold to other customers. And since the customer has returned them and thus does 
not want them, they are not to be taken back to stock but scrapped instead. 

- The IPLC label must be intact 
The IPLC label is the label on the packaging that contains all the information about 
the product. This label must be intact, otherwise it will be impossible to identify the 
product. This could lead to a wrong delivery and thus a return. 

- Broken boxes are not to be returned to stock. Only full boxes. 
This rule caused the most discussion. Some of the products of Special Lighting are 
expensive. Therefore they are not always sold by full boxes but sometimes also by 
piece. So to have the rule only to accept full boxes is at least a bit contradictory. This 
means that products are scrapped that can easily be sold again. 
After issuing this problem with the IPLC planners and discussing solutions for it, the 
IPLC planners still held on to their opinion not to make a distinction between the 
products that are sold by piece and which are not. Since the number of products that 
are sold by piece is small within Special Lighting it will be minimal compared to the 
total flow within the Collection Points. That is why they believe that the Collection 
Points will not uphold this rule. Hence it is decided not to return broken boxes to the 
GDC. 
Since there was no registration of how much Special Lighting returns concern 
products that are sold a piece, this decision will be evaluated after 6 months. 
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To summarize, the criteria for returning European return to the GDC are: 
• Live (current) 12ncs 
• Full boxes (no broken boxes) 
• Original, clean and undamaged boxes 
• Packaging not damaged 
• IPLC label intact 
• No additional labels (no pick labels, carrier label, customer label etc!) 
• No additional tape 
• No writing on the boxes 
• Undamaged Lamps/Goods 
• No stencil brands (products with other brand than Philips printed on it) 

Small repairs (removing labels, fixing tape etc) at the Collection Point can be performed in 
order to make the goods comply with the rules. Repacking is NOT considered a small repair. 
Products that do not comply with these rules are to be scrapped. 

As can be seen, these rules also answer the requirements that rules must be set up to 
determine when repacking is done and when broken boxes are to be put back to stock. 

The European template for warehousing should be followed for solving problems that occur 
during the put-away of products. 
During the meeting it was pointed out that put-away is a concern of warehousing and not of 
returns, but since put-away is also applied to returns, this also concerned the returns 
template. 
In the GDC way of working, the misplaced products were left on the shelf until the 
Troubleshooter had solved the problem. The template way of working makes sure that 
misplaced products are removed immediately. That is why the Template way of working is 
less error sensitive. 
Furthermore, there is nothing preventing the GDC of using the template way of working. 
Therefore it was chosen to use the template way of working from now on. 

A procedure for the handling of Unexpected Returns must be set up and should be added to 
the return template. 
Unexpected Returns were an issue at different DCs (RDC VSG, RDC Acht and the GDC). But 
there was still no procedure set up for the handling of Unexpected Returns. Each RDC/GDC 
had its own local way of handling. 
When receiving Unexpected Returns, the GDC informs the CMSU of the country of origin and 
asks the CMSU to file a complaint. After that the products are booked to stock via a stock 
discrepancy. 
If necessary the CMSU had to credit the customer. In SAP that was only possible when a 
return order had been created. Since that was not done with Unexpected Returns, the CMSU 
credited the customer by getting around SAP. This generated problems, because there was 
no control anymore on the financial handling of the return. 

To avoid the problems caused by crediting the customer without creating a return order, the 
following solution was proposed and accepted. 
First a location in the GDC was appointed to Unexpected Returns. When Unexpected Returns 
arrive at the GDC, they are moved to this location. There the following actions are to be 
taken within 24 hours: 

■ A root cause analysis is conducted in case of damaged goods. This is done to 
determine if the damage is due to transport or not. If so, the costs can be passed to 
the carrier. 

■ The products are checked and sorted according to the return rules. The products that 
do not comply with the rules are scrapped and the ones that do comply are put aside 
in anticipation of how they should be handled. 

■ This information is noted. 
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■ This information is used to communicate the Unexpected Return to the CMSU. 

Within 48 hours the CMSU must indicate how the return is to be handled. The CMSU has 2 
options: 

1. The CMSU enters a complaint and creates a Customer Return Order (CRO) after 
all. In this return order it is mentioned that the products are already at the GDC. The 
Collection Point uses this CRO to create a Branch Return Order (BRO) and informs 
the GDC. This way the CMSU is able to credit the customer and the GDC can handle 
the return as any other. 

2. The CMSU decides to handle the products as a Return Without Booking. The products 
are then put back to stock via an inventory discrepancy. No return order is created 
and therefore the customer is not credited via a Customer Return Order. 

After that the GDC has 48 hours to get the products commercially available. 

Since Unexpected Returns required more work than expected returns and always lead to a 
complaint from the customer, a search was started for a way to decrease the amount of 
Unexpected Returns. 
It was discovered that two carriers of the GDC offer the possibility of notifying the GDC in 
case problems occur during a delivery. This notification contains the information of what has 
gone wrong with which delivery and why. 
By informing the CMSU as soon as possible about the problem, the GDC enables the CMSU to 
contact the customer before the customer files a complaint and discuss how to solve this 
problem. This approach has a couple of advantages. 
First of all it is a good gesture towards the customer. This pro-active attitude will have a 
positive effect on the customer concerning the service level of Philips Lighting. 
Secondly, when an order cannot be delivered, some carriers return the products to the GDC. 
This is done even when the delivery is in another continent. If an agreement with the 
customer is reached fast after receiving the information from the planner, the CMSU can ask 
the carrier to deliver the products again instead of returning them to the GDC. This will save 
the transport costs from the customer to the GDC. 
And thirdly, in case the information is used by the GDC and the CMSU to solve these issues 
before the products arrive at the GDC, it will make it possible to turn Unexpected Returns into 
expected ones, minimizing the amount of Unexpected Returns received by the GDC. 

A fixed and separate location should be assigned to returns. 
Since it was decided to sort the products at the Collection Points, the returns that would be 
sent to the GDC must comply with the return rules. This meant that they had the same 
quality as new incoming goods and could be handled as new incoming goods. By doing that, 
no fixed and separate location is needed for these returns. Expected returns will be handled 
at the same location as new incoming goods. 
So only the Unexpected Returns get a fixed and separate location as mentioned above. 

A list must be made with contact persons at the CMSU for occasional as well as structural 
issues. 
In addition to increasing the contact with the CMSU concerning Unexpected Returns, a list is 
set up with contact persons at each CMSU or Collection Point for occasional as well as 
structural issues. In this way, people will know whom to contact at the CMSU or Collection 
Point when issues need to be resolved. In the long run it will result in a relationship in which 
the two entities will contact each other much easier. 

Since creating the link, concerning returns, between EVELIN and SAP is too expensive/ time 
consuming, a clear procedure should be set up to cope with this lack of interface. 
The Forward To employee should be taught the best way to handle returns in SAP. 
Furthermore a document should be made in which this is explained. 
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For this issue the SAP Competence Centre (SCC) was contacted. The way returns are to be 
handled in SAP, according to them, was noted and put to the proof. Questions that arose 
during the test were clarified by the sec. 
This resulted in a document in which each step is explained. To simplify the activities, screen 
shots of SAP were used for clarification. This document can be found in Appendix 4. It will 
make sure that, unlike before, other people at the Warehouse Support department are able 
to perform this task. It will also help in teaching new Forward To employees how to perform 
this task. 
This issue, among other things, has resulted in the SEMO LIS manager and IT-Demand to 
make an inventory of which (SAP) courses/training are needed by which people. 

Targets should be defined on the lead-time of the handling of returns at the GDC. 
Two different targets had to be set up. One for the Unexpected Returns and another for 
returns that come from a Collection Point (expected returns). 

Expected returns 
As mentioned before, returns coming from the Collection Points can be treated as incoming 
goods and therefore it was decided to give them the same target: 96 percent of these returns 
are to be handled within 24 hours, from arrival at the GDC until the products are 
commercially available. 

Unexpected Returns 
As can be seen in table 7.2, the process of handling unexpected returns is similar to the 
process of handling complaints. 

Table 7.2 The similarities between handling complaints and handling Unexpected Returns. 

The GDC must inform CMSU of the receipt of 
the com laint within 24 hours. 
The complaint must be investigated and an 
advice is given of how to handle the 
com laint. 

The GDC must inform CMSU of the receipt of 
the Unex ected Return within 24 hours. 
The return must be sorted and the CMSU 
must indicate how it wants the return to be 
handled. 
The return is concluded. 

Therefore the same target is set for handling Unexpected Returns as for handling a 
complaint: Unexpected Returns will be communicated to the CMSU within 24 hours. The 
CMSU must indicate within 48 hours how it wishes the return to be handled. 
Finally the target is to handle 96% of the returns within 5 working days, from arrival at the 
GDC until the products are commercially available. 

The responsibilities of the people involved with return handling must be well appointed. 
Since Expected Returns are treated as new incoming goods, the same activities are 
performed. Therefore the same people are responsible for the different activities concerning 
the handling of returns, as for the activities concerning the handling of new incoming goods. 

The planner is involved in almost each step of the handling of Unexpected Returns. Therefore 
he has been given the responsibility to make sure that all activities are performed as they 
should and that they are performed on time. 

The responsibilities are indicated in the flowcharts next to each activity. When a responsible 
is not indicated next to an activity, it means that the same person or department is 
responsible for this activity as for the preceding activity. 
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7 .2 Fulfilling the requirements that resulted from the problems 

Performance indicators should be assigned to the handling of returns. 
Not only should the process of handling returns be measured by performance indicators. 
Performance indicators should also be assigned to each person involved in the handling of 
returns. This will make it possible to evaluate people separately and therefore make them 
take their activities seriously. 

The costs concerning returns and which entity is responsible for them must be mapped. 
To map the costs, the Dutch CMSU, RDCs VSG and Acht, the GDC and the IPLCs of SPL were 
contacted. None of these entities knew for which costs they were responsible. Even 
controllers did not know. 
The account manager of SPL at the GDC was also contacted. The account manager informed 
at BU SPL and indicated that almost all the costs are the responsibility of BU SPL. The result 
can be found in table 7.2. 
The above-mentioned entities were contacted to verify the information. They could neither 
confirm nor deny the information. 

Table 7.2 Return costs and the entity responsible for them 

Cost Responsible Entity 
Cost of returned products that are scrapped CMSU 
Cost of transport from client to Collection Point CMSU, but is eventually invoiced to BU SPL 
Cost of transport from Collection Point to GDC CMSU, but is eventually invoiced to BU SPL 
Cost of transport of Unexpected Returns from GDC, but is eventually invoiced to BU SPL 
client to GDC 
Cost of handling returns at Collection Points CMSU, but is eventuallv invoiced to BU SPL 
Cost of handlinq returns at GDC IPLC (BU SPL) 
Cost of scraooinq at GDC IPLC (BU SPL) 

A procedure should be set up to minimise the chance of a return staying unnoticed. 
Assigning a fixed location to the Unexpected Returns together with the set up procedure to 
handle them will minimise the chance of an Unexpected Return staying unnoticed. 
This also applies to the other returns because they are handled as incoming goods and these 
goods do not stay unnoticed. 

The procedure of handling Unexpected Returns should include registration of these returns. 
For Unexpected Returns a registration form has been set up which will provide the following 
information: 

■ In which cases the target, of contacting the CMSU within 24 hours after receiving the 
return, has been achieved. 

■ In which cases the target, of receiving a response from the CMSU within 48 hours 
after contacting them, has been achieved. 

■ In which cases the target, of handling the return within 5 working days from arrival 
at the GDC until the products are commercially available, has been achieved. 

■ The amount of boxes that comply with the return rules. 
■ The amount of boxes that do not comply with the return rules. 
■ The reason why boxes do not comply with the rules. 

The results indicate whether or not the main target of handling 96% of the returns within 5 
working days, is achieved. It is also possible to see which part(s) of the process is achieving 
its target, which can help determine the cause of not achieving the main target. 
The results also indicate the defects of the products returned, which enables the GDC to 
compare the defects with the customer complaints and check whether or not they coincide. 
Above-mentioned comparison helps in investigating the complaint. 
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There must be a way of tracing which existing return orders have been received and which 
still have to be received. 
As mentioned in the Pre-MEDIC phase, IT changes were left out of the scope of this 
assignment. Therefore IT Demand was asked whether or not other possibilities were 
available. IT Demand investigated the possibilities in SAP and EVELIN, and found a window in 
EVELIN ( Tanen Order Infarmatie) that indicates of which return orders the Delivery Note 
was printed at the GDC (a screenshot can be found in Appendix 5). So as long as the Forward 
To prints the Delivery Note of each return that is received at the GDC, it will be possible to 
check which returns are still to be expected. 
However this way of tracking and tracing had a disadvantage. Returns (handled or not) that 
were older than three months were automatically deleted from the" Tanen Order Infarmatie" 
window. 

Make sure that the Collection Points keep following the return template. 
The Collection Points are not sticking to the template in which it is indicated that returns 
should be sent to the RDC/GDC accompanied by a Delivery Note. This aspect has been issued 
at the Collection Points and again indicated in the new procedure for handling of SPL returns 
at the Collection Point. The Collection Points have agreed to follow the template. 
When this problem keeps arising the GDC must contact the Collection Point and inform them 
of this issue so that corrective measures can be taken. However, penalties have not yet been 
set for Collection points that do not follow the template. Therefore it is difficult to make sure 
that the Collection points keep following the template. 

The result of these changes can be seen in Appendix 6 in which the new return procedure for 
European SPL returns is described. 

7 .3 The Procedure for Export Returns 

Within Philips, Special Lighting was the first BU to apply the principle of a global distribution 
centre. Unlike in Europe, the transport of SPL returns cannot be combined with the returns of 
other BUs. 
Another aspect that had an influence on the design is the fact that SAP Europe, SAP America 
and SAP Asia are not linked to each other concerning returns. 
In the next few paragraphs, the new procedure for Export Returns will be explained. The first 
paragraph describes which data is needed to determine when to return the products to the 
GDC. It also indicates which data is needed for the GDC to be able to handle the returns. The 
second paragraph will describe the handling of complaints from export countries. Paragraph 
7.3.3 discusses the way Export Returns are handled. This is followed by a paragraph in which 
the handling of Unexpected Returns is presented. In 7.3.5 the targets for the handling of 
expected as well as the unexpected Export Returns are illustrated. Finally in paragraph 7.3.6 
the feedback that the National Lighting Organisations (NLOs) can expect from the GDC 
is discussed. 

7.3.1 Defining the essential dat.a according to which the decision is made to 
return Export Returns and put the products back to stock 

Before designing a procedure for the handling of Export Returns, it was important to define 
the data needed to make the decision whether to return the products to the GDC or not. 
Since the IPLCs were the owner of the returned products, they determined which 
characteristics the products had to have, to be returned to the GDC. Using the characteristics 
indicated by the IPLCs, the following essential data was determined and verified with the 
IPLCs: 

Sorting rules for the National Lighting Organisation 
There was no reason to change the rules used by the Collection Points in Europe. So the 
same ru les are used as at the Collection Points. 
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The value of the products 
This data is needed to be able to determine the value of the products that comply with the 
return rules. 

The costs of scrapping products in the country of origin 
The NLO needs this information to be able to determine the costs of scrapping the products 
that comply with the return rules. 

The transport costs 
It is important that the NLO can indicate how much it will cost to send the products that 
comply with the return rules, to the GDC. 

The need of the !PLC planner for the products 
It could be that the !PLC planner needs the products no matter the costs. For example when 
an important customer orders the product while the product is out of stock and the next 
production run is in 3 weeks at the earliest. 

Using the information above, it is possible to determine if the products are to be sent to the 
GDC or not. 
First the !PLC planner should be contacted to determine if the products are needed. If so, the 
products can be sent to the GDC. In case the products are not needed, it is determined if the 
good products are worth sending back to the GDC by comparing the sum of the value of the 
good products and the scrapping costs at the NLO with the sum of the transport and the 
handling costs. When the value of the good products together with the scrapping costs are 
higher than the sum of the transport and handling costs, these products are returned to the 
GDC. Otherwise the products are scrapped. 

And to make it possible for the GDC to handle the return/ the following data is needed: 

Authorisation 
Since SAP Europe, America and Asia are not linked concerning returns, the NLOs do not have 
access to SAP Europe and thus cannot create a return order. Therefore someone at the GDC 
has to get the authorisation to do that without violating the segregation of authority rules. So 
it must be a person that is not involved in the handling of returns. 
The choice was made to let the CSD of the GDC do it because it is responsible for the 
complaints and therefore aware of what is going on in that field but is not involved in the 
handling of returns. 
This choice also meant that the CSD should be taught how to create a return order in SAP. To 
make sure that this information stays available, a manual was set up together with the SAP 
Competence Centre, which explains the steps that have to be taken in SAP. These steps are 
clarified using screen shots. This manual can be found in Appendix 7. 

The information needed to create a Return Order in SAP 
This information consists of: 

o The Funloc of the country of origin. 
o A Recognition Number to be submitted by the NLO. 
o The EOC. 
o The order quantity (the quantity of each product sent) 
o The 12NC. 

Although this information (except from the Recognition Number) is already at the CSD, 
receiving the right information together with the products makes it easier for Forward To to 
perform the Goods Issue. Therefore a document had to be created that would provide 
Forward To with the required information and thus act as a Delivery Note. 
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Since people at the GDC and the NLOs were acquainted with the proforma invoice that was 
used for transferring the SPL stock from these countries to the GDC, it was decided to use it 
as the document for Export Returns. 
This document will be filled in by the CSD and emailed to the NLO. There it will be checked if 
the information is correct and the Recognition Number will be filled in. The Recognition 
Number is needed for invoice matching is SAP. That means that this Recognition Number will 
indicate to what the crediting of the NLO should be linked. 
After that the proforma invoice will be emailed back to the CSD, which will be able to create 
the return order before the products arrive at the GDC. This will make it possible for Forward 
To to perform the Goods Issue directly after arrival of the products instead of waiting for the 
return order to be created. 
Before sending the products to the GDC, the NLO will print the proforma invoice and attach it 
to the products. 

Crediting the NLO for the returned products 
Normally speaking when the Goods Issue of a return is carried out, the system automatically 
credits the Collection Point that returned the products. But since SAP Europe, USA and Asia 
are not linked to each other concerning returns, the automatic crediting does not take place. 
An adjustment is needed in SAP to make it possible. 

7.3.2 Complaints 
The NLOs in America en Asia cannot enter a complaint in SAP Europe, but that is needed for 
the GDC to (dis)approve and handle the complaint. That is why it has been decided that the 
NLOs can send an email containing the information of the complaint to the CSD at the GDC, 
which will then enter the complaint in SAP. 
This complaint will then be treated as any other and the result will be emailed back to the 
NLO. 

7.3.3 Returns 
When the complaint is approved and a return is the result, the NLO makes an appointment 
with the customer to pick up the goods. According to this appointment the NLO arranges the 
transport from the customer to the NLO warehouse. 
At the warehouse the products are checked and sorted using the same return rules as the 
Collection Points in Europe. The products that do not comply with the rules are put aside to 
be scrapped. Of the products that do comply with the return rules, the NLO calculates: 

The value of the products. 
The costs of scrapping the products at the NLO. 

- The costs of transporting the good products to the GDC. (This could be done by 
using the GLAD file. That is a purchasing fi le on intranet. Otherwise contact the local 
Traffic department). 

After having done that, the NLO contacts the IPLC planner and informs him of the values 
above. The IPLC planner, the owner of the products, can now determine if it is worth sending 
the products to the GDC or not. If the IPLC planner decides to scrap the products at the NLO, 
the NLO will be credited for these products. 

If the IPLC planner decides to send the products to the GDC, the NLO must request a 
proforma invoice (see Appendix 8) at the CSD of the GDC. 
The proforma invoice is a form that contains the information needed to create a Branch 
Return Order in SAP Europe and perform the Goods Issue. Since the product information 
differs in the different continents and the BRO is to be created in SAP Europe, it is best if the 
CSD fills in the invoice. The invoice is filled in according to the complaint and sent to the NLO 
(by email) for confirmation. 
When the NLO receives the proforma invoice, it has to fill in a Recognition Number and email 
the invoice back to the CSD. 
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When the CSD receives the invoice, it is able to create the Branch Return Order in SAP. 
Therefore when the products arrive at the GDC the Forward To will be able to handle them 
like any other return from a Collection Point. 

Before sending the products to the GDC, the NLO must print the proforma invoice and attach 
it to the products. The proforma invoice will then serve as a Delivery Note. 

As mentioned before, at arrival at the GDC, these returns can be handled as any other return 
from a Collection Point. By issuing the goods in SAP, the NLO will automatically be credited 
by the LCC. 

7.3.4 Unexpected Returns 
Unexpected Export Returns are handled the same way as other Unexpected Returns. The 
only difference occurs when the NLO decides to handle the unexpected return as a normal 
return (see option 2 below). Also here the NLO will be contacted by the planner of the GDC. 
The NLO has 2 options: 

1. The NLO decides to handle the products as a Return Without Booking. The products 
are then put back to stock via an inventory discrepancy. No return order is created 
and therefore the customer is not credited. 

2. The NLO decides to handle it as a normal return. The NLO sends a complaint by 
email to the CSD and also provides a Recognition Number for the proforma invoice. 
This way the GDC is able to handle the return as an Export Return. 

7.3.5 The Targets on Handling Export Returns 
The GDC has set up the following targets on the lead-time of returns: 

Expected returns: 
After creating the return order in SAP Europe, expected returns will be treated as any 
incoming goods and thus the target is to handle 96% of them within 24 hours (from arrival at 
the GDC until the products are commercially available). 

Unexpected Returns: 
Unexpected Returns will be communicated to the NLO within 24 hours. The NLO must 
indicate within 48 hours how it wishes the return to be handled. 
Finally the target is to handle 96% of the returns within 5 working days, from arrival at the 
GDC until the products are commercially available. 

7.3.6 Feedback 
Every month the NLO will receive feedback from the GDC on the quality of the received 
returns. 

The new return procedure for the SPL Export Returns is fully given in Appendix 9 together 
with its flowcharts. 
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Chapter 8 I-Phase (Implement/Improve the Solution) 

This Chapter deals with the implementation of the different aspects concerning the two new 
procedures for the handling of European as well as Export Returns. 
In paragraph 8.1 the implementation of the new tasks and way of working of the Collection 
Points will be discussed. This is followed by the implementation of the template for handling 
Export Returns, which is described in paragraph 8.2. 
Paragraph 8.3 elaborates on the changes in the way of working at the GDC concerning the 
handling of Expected and Unexpected Returns. And in paragraph 8.4 some general issues are 
pointed out. An outline of the implementation plan, consisting of an action list and a time 
schedule can be found in Appendix 10. 
Due to the limited time, it was not possible to visit all the organisations and implement the 
new procedure. Thus the choice was made to implement the changes at the GDC and to 
contact the responsible people of the other organisations to make sure they implemented the 
new procedure before the first of January. 

8.1 The New Way of Working at the Collection Points 

By deciding to let the Collection Points sort the products before sending them back to the 
GDC, the Collection Points had to change their way of working. Another change is the way of 
handling Unexpected Returns. Since organisations are not anxious to change, they had to be 
convinced of the advantages and the ease of implementing the new procedure. Therefore, all 
European Collection Points were contacted except the UK. The GDC had already set up a 
project for moving the UK SPL stock from the UK to the GDC. The UK project team would 
include the return procedures that were set up in the GDC assignment. 
First, the people responsible for returns at the European Collection Points were contacted by 
email to inform them of the decision to move the sorting activities back to the Collection 
Points. The new procedure was attached to the email. The people were also invited to a 
telephone conference together with the SEMO LIS manager to discuss the problems they 
foresaw and to answer the questions they had. 
In the email the advantages were stressed, especially the advantages for the Collection 
Points (the customer being credited based on complete data, SPL returns not needing a 
special treatment anymore). Also the ease of implementing the procedure, because of the 
similarities with the template, was clearly indicated. 
Before the telephone conferences had taken place, several Collection Points reacted 
positively. During the conferences some minor issues and/ or misunderstandings were 
brought up by the Collection Points and solved. All Collection Points were positive towards the 
changes and accepted them. Implementation before the first of January was no problem. 

The only Collection Point that had problems implementing the new procedure was the 
Villeneuve Saint George (VSG) Collection Point. At this Collection Point SAP had been 
implemented in a different way. Their SAP does not contain a Collection Point. So VSG was 
not working according to the template from the beginning and even had submitted a change 
request not to work according to the template. They were still awaiting the outcome of that 
change request. 
Together with the SEMO LIS manager and VSG it was decided that VSG could handle the SPL 
returns in SAP the same way it handled Lamps returns, but that VSG still had to sort the 
products according to the submitted return rules. 

8.2 Export Returns 

Creating a return order in SAP 
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As mentioned before the CSD needed to get the authorization to create a return order in SAP. 
After some investigation it was concluded that authorizing the CSD was not in violation with 
the segregation of authority rules. 
For the CSD to be able to create a return order in SAP, a document was set up together with 
the SAP Competence Centre, which will act as a manual. 

Proforma Invoice 
To make sure that all the required information was noted on the proforma invoice, the SAP 
Competence Centre was asked for a confirmation. After the confirmation was given, the 
proforma could be communicated to the NLOs. 

Crediting of the NLOs 
The LCC was approached to solve the problem with the automatic crediting because it 
concerns their money. They agreed with the change and arranged it with the SAP 
Competence Centre. 

Communication of the procedure towards the NLOs 
The procedure together with an example of the proforma invoice was first sent to the NLO of 
the USA. This to have an indication of how the procedure will be received . While discussing 
the procedure the NLO indicated that it was clear and easy to implement. They were also 
glad that a solution was at hand. 
Soon after that the procedure was sent to the other NLOs. Also they were contacted to 
discuss the possible problems or questions that they had. 
One minor problem arose; the NLOs wanted to create the proforma invoice themselves. But 
they were quickly convinced that it was better to create the proforma invoice at the GDC 
since the return order had to be created in SAP Europe. 

Targets, their measurements and the feedback towards the Collection Points 
The same target was appointed to Export Returns as for the handling of incoming goods 
(handled within 24 hours, from arrival at the GDC until the products are commercially 
available). Therefore they will be registered and measured in the same file. The results will 
be published monthly like the targets of the handling of incoming goods. A monthly update of 
these results will be sent to the appropriate people at the Collection Points with the necessary 
comments. 

8.3 The Handling of Returns at the GDC 

During the M-, E- and D-phase the people involved in the handling of returns were informed 
of the progress booked and of the results. After the meeting in which, together with the GDC 
management, the decisions were made of how the new procedure should look like, a meeting 
was held with the people that are to perform the different activities. In this meeting a 
presentation was given of the results and what was expected of each of the people (their 
responsibilities). They were also asked for their feedback. 
Each new activity was implemented in coordination with the person/department that had to 
perform that activity. The different aspects of the procedure will be discussed in the following 
paragraphs. 

Each of the people involved in the handling of returns is of course responsible for his or her 
activities, but since these people belong to different departments, it was best to lay the total 
responsibility at the person that has the directive powers over all these departments; the 
SEMO LIS manager. 

8.3.1 Expected European Returns 
Expected returns are to be treated like incoming goods. This was talked over with Forward To 
and the Receiving department. The Receiving department didn't have to sort the products 
anymore. They only had to be checked like incoming goods. 
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Manually processing the returns in SAP 
To make sure that this is done correctly and that the Forward To understands why he is 
performing these activities in SAP, a manual was set up in which is described which data is to 
be entered where and why. The different steps in this manual are illustrated by using screen 
shots of SAP. This manual was discussed with the Forward To and handed over. 

Registration of returns and their complaints 
The registration of expected returns could be performed in the same way as the registration 
of the incoming goods. The returns will be recognized by the registered sender-ID, which will 
be the Funloc of one of the Collection Points instead of the IPLCs. These Funlocs will also be 
used for reg istering any complaints about the returned products. But at that moment this 
wasn't possible since the Funlocs of the Collection Points were not available in the system. 
These Funlocs could not be added to the system straight away, because it would cause a lot 
of additional documentation for the accounting department, which is useless to them. 
In consultation with IT-demand a solution was found within the system, which reduced the 
additional documentation to a minimum and made it agreeable for the accounting 
department. 

Contact with the CMSU and/or Collection Points 
The list of contact persons at the CMSUs and Collection Points was distributed to: 

The CSD for issues concerning complaints and proforma invoices. 
Forward To for issues concerning the quantity and quality of the returned products 
and their documents. 
The SEMO LIS manager for structural issues which the CSD and Forward To have not 
been able to solve. 

Targets, their measurements and the feedback towards the Collection Points 
The handling of expected returns was given the target of the handling of incoming goods 
(handled within 24 hours, from arrival at the GDC until the products are commercially 
available). Therefore they will be registered and measured in the same file. The results will 
be published monthly like the targets of the handling of incoming goods. 
A monthly update of these results will be sent to the appropriate people at the Collection 
Points with the necessary comments. 

Goals for the people involved in the handling of returns 
The SEMO LIS manager assigns each year certain goals to each of his personnel. Since the 
set up of the new procedure for returns, he has added performance indicators to the people 
involved, concerning their activities in the handling of returns. 

Solving problems during put-away 
This issue was discussed with the Troubleshooters and the foreman of the Receiving 
department. They were convinced that there is no reason not to follow the template. They 
were also convinced that the template prescribed a better way of solving the problems than 
the way they were operating. 
Since the Troubleshooters had to solve the problems indicated by the Receiving department, 
the Troubleshooters can control whether or not the Receiving department is working 
according to the Template. 

8.3.2 Unexpected Returns 
Since it is not clear at arrival how Unexpected Returns are to be handled, a fixed location has 
been appointed where Unexpected Returns are put awaiting the CMSU/NLO decision of how 
the returns are to be handled. The location is divided in 3 lanes (see Appendix 16 for a 
picture of the fixed location for Unexpected Returns): 
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Lane 1: This is the lane where Unexpected Returns are put at arrival. Of the received 
products the date of arrival, country of origin and Delivery Note number are 
noted on the registration form. 
This lane (as is lane 3) is checked daily by the planner. If products are present 
in this lane, the planner will contact the Traffic department to conduct the root 
cause analysis. When a product is checked, the planner will sign it off on the 
registration form and move the product to the second lane. This move is 
communicated to the receiving employee. 

Lane 2 : The products in this lane can be checked and sorted by the receiving employee. 
The return rules (with pictures) have been enlarged, plasticized and placed 
above this lane as a guide and reminder. For the same reasons the rules have 
also been appended to the registration form. 
The products that do not comply with the return rules are scrapped and the 
ones that do comply are moved to lane 3. In the registration form is noted how 
many products comply with the return rules and how many do not. Also the 
reasons why the products do not comply are noted. 

Lane 3: When the products are in this lane it means that the Forward To can contact 
the CMSU/NLO and give them the information, which has been noted on the 
registration form. The planner also notes the information in a regist ration file, 
which is also accessible for Forward To and the SEMO LIS manager. 
Based on this information, the CMSU/NLO must decide how the products are to 
be handled. After receiving the decision of the CMSU/NLO, the products will be 
processed as such and be put to stock. 

The CMSU/NLO must be contacted within 24 hours after the products' arrival at the GDC. The 
CMSU/NLO has then 48 hours to decide how the return is to be handled. After that the GDC 
has 48 hours to have the good products commercially available. 
This procedure will make sure that Unexpected Returns are handled correctly and will give a 
clear picture of the Unexpected Returns at the GDC and their status. 

Return Rules 
The return rules have been discussed with the Receiving department. To make sure that 
none of the rules is misunderstood, the rules were explained one by one and of each rule a 
picture was given as an example. (See Appendix 11) 

Registration file 
A file has been created on which the registration-form data is noted and which is accessible 
for Forward To and the SEMO LIS manager. This way Forward To can note the date the 
returned products have been put to stock. 
This file makes it also possible for the SEMO LIS manager to analyse the data. He w ill be able 
to see when the targets have been achieved and when not. In case of the target not being 
achieved, he will be able to see the reason. It will enable him to take corrective actions. 

Exceptions report from the carrier 
The Traffic department determined which information they wanted to have in the report and 
applied for it. 
As mentioned before, it is the planner who maintains the contact with the CMSU/NLO 
concerning Unexpected Returns. For the planner to be able to contact the CMSUs/NLOs as 
soon as possible when things go wrong with a delivery it was decided to have the carriers 
send him at least a copy of the notification. 
When he receives the notification he will contact the CMSU/NLO using the list of contact 
persons, which has been submitted to him. 

Targets. their measurements and the feedback towards the Collection Points/ NLO 
The target for Unexpected Returns consists of 2 parts: 
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1. Contacting the CMSU/NLO and informing them about the products within 24 hours 
after the arrival of the products at the GDC. 

2. The good products are commercially available within 5 days after the arrival of the 
products at the GDC. 

The target is measured using the registration file and will be published monthly with the 
other results. Also of these results a monthly update (with the necessary comments) will be 
sent to the appropriate people at the Collection Points/NLO. 

Performance indicators for the people involved in the handling of returns 
Also for the handling of Export Returns, the SEMO LIS manager assigned performance 
indicators to the activities of the people involved. For example, the Planner has the target: 
96% of the Unexpected Returns must be communicated to the CMSU within 24 hours. 

Responsibility 
The planner is involved in almost each step of the handling of Unexpected Returns. Therefore 
he has been given the responsibility to make sure that all activities are performed as they 
should and that they are performed on time. Nevertheless, he too will have to report to the 
SEMO LIS manager. 

8.4 General 

Working instructions 
For each of the departments involved in the handling of returns, a manual with working 
instructions was created. For each situation the manual indicates what the department must 
do. The manuals (in Dutch) for the Receiving, Forward To and Planning department can be 
found in Appendix 12. 

Backup 
During the D-phase it was discovered that the people at the GDC, which are involved in the 
handling of returns, do not have a backup. In case of sickness or vacation, the work is left 
aside until the employee returns. 
The supervisors of each of these people have appointed a backup. The SEMO LIS manager 
and IT-Demand will take these backups into consideration when planning the (SAP) courses 
or training. 
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Chapter 9 C-phase (Control/Conform the Implemented 
Solution) 

The implementation phase took longer than planned. The two weeks that were planned for 
the control phase were used for the implementation. Concluding with hindsight three weeks 
is too short for implementing two procedures, especially when other countries/continents are 
involved. 
This all resulted in a lack of time for the control phase. The decision was made to finalise the 
implementation phase and to hand over the control phase to the SEMO LIS manager who is 
responsible for the whole return process. 

9.1 Activities to be performed in the C-phase 
As indicated in the MEDIC framework, the follow up should consist of the following actions: 

■ Controlling the functioning of the new procedures. 
■ Taking corrective actions where and when needed. 
■ Standardizing the updated procedures. 
■ Setting up a plan to continuous improvement. 
■ Setting up a plan to ensure ongoing conformance. 

These actions will help the GDC to notice and resolve problems on time. They will also result 
in the procedure being updated to the (future) needs of the GDC. 

9.1.1 Controlling the functioning of the new way of working 
The control consists of two parts. The first part is checking whether or not the procedure 
covers all aspects of the process and if any improvements are possible or needed. This check 
is achieved by staying in touch with the users of the procedure. In case of problems or 
deficiencies of the procedure, the users would be the first to detect them. 

The second part is checking whether the people are performing their activities according to 
the procedure and if they are achieving the set targets. The first mentioned is achieved by 
visiting the different departments and checking how the activities are being performed. 
For checking whether or not the targets are achieved, two files can be used: 

1. The registration file that was created for registering the data of the received 
Unexcpected Returns. 

2. The registration file for Expected Returns in the warehouse management system. 

9.1.2 Taking corrective actions where and when needed 
These actions are needed when: 

during the control possibilities for improvement in the procedure are found. 
the people are not performing their act ivities as indicated in the procedure. It must 
then be investigated why that is the case and the problem must be solved. 
the targets are not achieved or achieved easily. In both cases the targets should be 
adjusted. 

9.1.3 Standardizing the updated procedures 
When the corrections that have been implemented are applicable for other DCs, a change 
request should be appl ied in which the general template (procedure) is updated with these 
changes. These changes will enable other DCs to profit from the knowledge. 

9.1.4 Setting up a plan to continuous improvement 
The feedback obtained by the registration of returns will be used for the improvement of the 
process. This plan should also aim at a continuous feedback from the users of the procedure 
from which improvements can be initiated. 
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Another aim is to keep in touch with the market and its demands concerning returns. This 
can also be a driver for improvements in the procedure. 

9.1.5 Setting up a plan to ensure ongoing conformance 
Ongoing conformance must be achieved by continuously keeping the users and the people 
that are effected by the procedure, updated with the changes and the reasons for these 
changes. 

9.2 Corrective actions already taken 
By staying in touch with the GDC and its return process, it was possible to stay informed 
about any changes or improvements. These issues will be discussed here. 

9.2.1 Returns from the Collection Point 
Products were received from the German Collection Point that did not comply with the return 
rules. A picture was taken of the products and sent to the German Collection Point. The 
Collection Point was also contacted to discuss this incident and to make sure it doesn't occur 
again. The quality of the second German return shipment was much better than the first 
shipment. 

9.2.2 Recognition Number 
The CSD did not understand the use of the Recognition Number and why the NLO had to fill 
it in. The CSD employee filled it in herself. This lead to confusion at the NLO and problems in 
SAP. 
The purpose of the Recognition Number was explained again. 

9.2.3 Crediting the NLO 
The LCC had indicated that SAP had been adjusted so that the automatic crediting was 
possible. But at the first try the crediting did not function. After investigation the LCC 
concluded that the SAP adjustment was not properly done. The LCC communicated this 
malfunction towards the SAP Competence Centre so that a solution can be found quickly. 
To make sure the LCC (and therefore the SAP Competence Centre) understands exactly what 
is going on at the GDC and what is needed, the LCC was asked to make a visit to the GDC 
and discuss the matter. 

9.2.4 Booking of Unexpected Returns 
Forward To relapsed into old habits. Instead of waiting for the instructions of the CMSU, the 
sorted Unexpected Returns were always booked via a stock discrepancy. When CMSUs would 
create a return order in SAP, this order could not be booked anymore. Otherwise the 
products would be booked double. 
Forward To was reminded of the new way of working. It was also pointed out that the 
working instructions should be used, which were set up for this task. 

An issue that still needs to be resolved is the automatic crediting of the NLOs. The LCC and 
the SAP Competence Centre are working on it and have indicated that it will be resolved 
soon. 
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Chapter 10 Conclusions, Deliverables and 
Recommendations 

In paragraph 10.1 an answer is given to the question whether or not the European Template 
was successfully implemented for handling of the Special Lighting returns. Paragraph 10.2 
presents the deliverables of the continuation assignment. Finally in 10.3 the 
recommendations concerning the continuation assignment are given. 
The conclusions and deliverables of the initial assignment can be found in the management 
summary and in Mounzer, M.N. [2004). 

10.1 Conclusions 

10.1.1 European returns 
In order for the European Template to be applicable for the handling of the European returns 
of Special Lighting, only one change had to be applied to the European Template. All the 
other required changes were applied to the return process of the GDC. 
Since the European Template did not cover the handling of Unexpected Returns, a procedure 
for Unexpected Returns was added to the European Template. 

10.1.2 Export Returns 
The European Template was not applicable for the handling of the Export Returns of BU 
Special Lighting. For the handling of the Export Returns, a new Template was designed for 
the GDC. This Template will also be applicable for future global distribution centres of Philips 
Lighting. 

10.2 Deliverables 
This paragraph presents the deliverables of each part of the continuation assignment. 
The continuation assignment consisted of three parts: 

1. Apply the European Template to the handling of the European returns of BU Special 
Lighting. Where that is not possible, identify the gaps and solve them. 

The deliverables: 
► A description of the return process at the GDC (see Appendix 3). 
► Flowcharts visualising the return process at the GDC (see Appendix 3). 
► An overview of the gaps between the present way of working and the European 

Template (see chapter 6). 
► An overview of the occurring problems concerning the handling of returns at the GDC 

(see chapter 6). 
► An overview of the root causes of the gaps and the problems (see chapter 6). 
► A procedure for the handling of European SPL returns; covering the process of 

complaints handling, Collection Point activities and GDC activities (see Appendix 6). 
► A procedure for the handling of Unexpected Returns, which will also be added to the 

European Template. This procedure has already been included to the procedures at 
the GDC (see Appendix 14). 

► A registration form for the registration of Unexpected Returns. 
► Working instructions for all the departments involved in the handling of SPL returns 

(see Appendix 12). 
► A list with contact persons at each CMSU or Collection Point for occasional as well as 

structural issues. 

2. Design a template for the handling of the Export (Global) Returns of BU Special Lighting 
within the GDC. 
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The deliverables: 
► A list of the essential data according to which the decision is made to return Export 

Returns and put the products back to stock (see chapter 7). 
► A procedure for the handling of Export SPL returns; covering the process of 

complaints handling, NLO activities and GDC activities (see Appendix 9). 
► A Template, which could be applied to future GDCs of Philips Lighting, for the 

handling of Export returns; covering the process of complaints handling, NLO 
activities and GDC activities (see Appendix 13). 

► A document containing the working instructions for the GDC to create a return order 
in SAP. 

► Working instructions for all the departments involved in the handling of SPL returns 
(see Appendix 12). 

► A list with contact persons at each CMSU or Collection Point for occasional as well as 
structural issues. 

3. Implement and control the functioning of the European and Global templates. 

The deliverables: 
► The procedure for handling European Returns was implemented at the GDC and at all 

European Collection Points (see chapter 8). 
► The Template for handling Export Returns was implemented at the GDC and at the 

National Lighting Organisations of Taiwan, Mexico, Canada, and the USA (see chapter 
8). 

10.3 Recommendations 
After finalizing the GDC project, some recommendations are given. The recommendations are 
divided into recommendations related to the systems, the process and the management. 

10.3.1 Recommendations related to the systems 
VSG 
It is not clear to either RDC VSG or the French SAP Competence Centre how returns are 
handled in the SAP system. The handling of returns in SAP should be clarified to both entities. 

UK 
As mentioned before, the GDC had started a project for moving the SPL stock from the UK to 
the GDC. This is another move towards becoming the global distribution centre of SPL. 
Part of this project concerned the handling of returns. When applying the European 
Template, it was discovered that the UK was never operating according to the template. 
It was discovered that when SAP was implemented in the UK, the Branch Return Order (BRO) 
or the possibility to create one was left out. The SAP Competence Centre (SCC) explained 
that it was planning to replace the BRO with a 'Return to Vendor Purchase Order' in the near 
future. The UK was the pilot plant for that. 
Therefore it is recommended to inform at the SCC what the exact plans are concerning the 
change from BRO to 'Return to Vendor Purchase Order' and to investigate what this change 
will mean for the processes. 

SAP Complaints Management System (CMS) 
Check whether or not the NLOs can enter their complaints in the European SAP CMS instead 
of sending them by email and making the CSD (GDC) enter them in SAP. 
By skipping the intervention of the CSD, entering the complaint in SAP will take less time and 
be less error sensitive. 

10.3.2 Recommendations related to the process 
The carrier UPS (United Postal Services) 
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When UPS cannot deliver an order to the customer (e.g. wrong address, customer refused 
the products), UPS returns them to the sender (GDC). 
During the next contract negotiations, investigate whether or not UPS can return these 
products to the Collection Point of that country instead of returning them all the way to the 
sender (GDC). Delivering the returns to the Collection Point makes it possible to handle them 
as normal (expected) returns instead of Unexpected Returns. This will not only save 
communication between the GDC and the Collection Point (see 8.3.2), but will also save 
transport costs. 

Lead-time of complaints 
The GDC should examine whether or not the lead-time of handling complaints could be 
shortened. 
The target that is set for complaints is one day for sending a confirmation of receipt to the 
CMSU/NLO and four more days to conclude the complaint. The NLOs in the USA and Taiwan 
are very content with the fast confirmation but customers are complaining about the 
additional period of four days. 

10.3.3 Recommendations related to the management 
Guidance 
The situation at RDC Acht showed that it is important for the people that are involved in the 
handling of returns, to have the feeling that there is someone at the RDC they can refer to in 
case of problems. And when they do, they should be kept informed if and how these 
problems will be solved. 
Such a person should also be appointed at the Global Distribution Centre of Special Lighting. 
Since the SEMO LIS manager is responsible for the return process, it is recommended to 
assign the above-mentioned responsibility to him. 

Registration of costs 
In both cases (Lamps and Special Lighting), the registration of the costs of returns was not 
properly done all over the supply chain. It explains why nobody has a good picture of what 
the total costs are, what costs they consist of and who is responsible for them. Therefore it is 
recommended that a project should be started to study and map these costs and clarify who 
is responsible for them. 
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Glossary 

12NC: 

Branch Return: 

Branch Return: 
Order (BRO) 

Broken Box: 

Customer Return: 

Customer Return: 
Order (CRO) 

Delivery Note: 

A 12-digit numbering code that is assigned by the factories to each 
product. This code indicates the characteristics of the product. 

Return from the Collection Point to the GDC. 

A transaction created in SAP when a Branch Return is initiated. This 
transaction depicts the move of the products from the Collection 
Point to the GDC. 

A box that is not full. For example a box of ten lamps in which only 
eight lamps are present. 

Return from the customer to the Collection Point. 

A transaction created in SAP when a Customer Return is initiated. 
This transaction depicts the move of the products from the customer 
to the Collection Point. 

A file that is created in the warehouse management system of the 
Collection Point when a BRO is created. It contains the information of 
the return . This file is communicated by the system to the warehouse 
management system of the GDC. It is also printed out by the 
Collection Point and sent together with the products to the GDC. 

European Ordering: This is the code that customers in Europe use to order a certain 
Code (EOC) product. 

European Returns: 

EVELIN: 

Export Returns: 

Funloc: 

Goods Issue: 

ICARUS: 

Lamps SAP: 
Standards 

Logistic Cost: 
Centre (LCC) 

MARIE: 

National Lighting: 

Marwan Mounzer 

Returns from countries that work with SAP Europe. 

The warehouse management system that is used at the GDC. 

Returns from countries that do not work with SAP Europe. 

A 6-digit number that represents an entity within the organisation. 

The transaction in SAP that depicts the acceptance of the products 
by the Collection Point or GDC after controlling receiving the 
products and controlling them. 

The local complaints management system used at the GDC. This 
system is also used for internal invoicing within the GDC. 

The way SAP has been set up for the business of BU Lamps. 

A financial entity that owns all the stock of Special Lighting. The LCC 
is owned by the supply groups of the business group. 

An Excel file in which the day and week planning are made for 
unloading at the GDC. 

Outside Europe there are no Collection Points. The warehouses in 
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Organisation 

Negative Picking: 
Request 

IT-PLD: 

these countries also serve as Collection Points. Therefore the term 
"Collection Point" is not known there. The term used for warehouse 
and Collection Point is the National Lighting Organisation. 

Since returns are programmed in SAP as negative sales orders, the 
GDC also receives a negative picking request. So instead of picking 
something out of the stock, it is "picked" back to stock. 

The department that supports the ICT infrastructure for all the PLD 
organisations. 

Recognition Number: Indicates a unique reference number to which SAP should link the 
LCC crediting of the NLO. 

Return Delivery: 
Number 

Return Order: 
Number 

In SAP a return from the Collection Point to the GDC is linked to the 
delivery number with which the CMSU had ordered it. 

In SAP a return from the customer to the Collection Point is linked to 
the order number with which it was sent to the customer. This way 
the return the return is booked against its original order. 

SPE reference team: A team consisting of representatives of all the entities within Philips 
Lighting that takes care of: 

• Standardised processes and related procedures 
• Related decision making (also prioritising) 
• Related deployment 
• Related feed-back (for improvements/extensions) 

Unexpected Returns: A return that has been returned to the GDC without the knowledge 
of the NLO/CMSU and Collection Point. 
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Abbreviation List 

BEST: 

BRO: 

BU: 

CMS: 

CMSU: 

CP: 

CRO: 

CSD: 

DC: 

EDC: 

EOC: 

ETA: 

EU: 

FTE: 

GDC: 

IDC: 

IPLC: 

LCC: 

LIS: 

LTL: 

Marcom: 

NLO: 

OLM: 

PLD: 

RDC: 

RDN: 

RF: 

Marwan Mounzer 

Business Excellence by Speed and Teamwork 

Branch Return Order 

Business Unit 

Complaints Management System 

Country Marketing and Sales Unit 

Collection Point 

Customer Return Order 

Customer Service Desk 

Distribution Centre 

European Distribution Centre 

European Ordering Code 

Expected Time of Arriva l 

European Union 

Full Time Equivalent 

Global Distribution Centre 

International Distribution Centre 

International Production and Logistics Centre 

Logistic Cost Centre 

Lighting International Sales 

Less than Truck Load 

Marketing Communications 

National Lighting Organisation 

Other Lighting Manufacturers 

Philips Lighting Distribution 

Regional Distribution Centre 

Return Delivery Number 

Radio Frequency 
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sec: 

SEMO: 

SPE: 

SPL: 

UPS: 

VSG: 

WMS: 

WS: 

SAP Competence Centre 

Special Lighting, Equipment Supply, Marcom, OLM 

Standard Procedures Europe 

Special Lighting 

United Postal Service 

Villeneuve Saint George 

Warehouse Management System 

Warehouse Support 
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Appendix 1 The Departments Interviewed During the 
Study of the Return Process at RDC Acht. 

The interviewed departments and their responsibilities concerning the return process are 
presented below. 

The operations manager 
at RDC Acht: This person is responsible for all operations at RDC Acht, therefore 

also the return process. 

The Dutch CMSU: The CMSU is responsible for: 
Entering the customer complaint in the SAP complaints system. 
Deciding whether products are returned. 
Making an appointment with the customer to pick up the returns. 
Creating a Customer Return Order in the SAP system. 

- Crediting the customer for the returns. 

The Customer Service 
Desk at RDC Acht: Investigates the customer complaints and arranges the transport of 

the returns from the customer to the Collection Point. 

The Dutch Collection 
Point: The Collection point is responsible for: 

- Collecting the returns. 
- Sorting the returns. 
- Scrapping the bad products. 
• Sending the good products to RDC Acht. 
- Creating the Branch Return Order in the SAP system. 

Return Department 
at RDC Acht: The return department checks the returns sent by the Collection 

Points and book the products back to stock. 

The Internal Transport 
Department: This department is responsible for moving the returned products 

from the return department to their stock location. 
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Appendix 2 The Project Charter 

Phase Activities Time 
Pre- ■ Introduction within RDC Acht. 

MEDIC ■ Study the European Template. 
■ Literature research. 
■ Study the return process at RDC Acht. 
■ Map the return process at RDC Acht. 
■ Map the occurring problems at RDC Acht. 3: 
■ Define the root causes of the occurring problems at RDC Acht. 0 

:::::s U1 
■ Recommend solutions for the root causes. ,.,. 

:::J"' 
■ Generate scenarios for the continuation of the assignment. w, 

■ Choose a scenario. 
■ Introduction within the GDC. 
■ List the already observed problems. 
■ Formulate the assignment, its objectives and its scope. 
■ Set up the Project Charter. 
• Mapping of the return process and its characteristics with regard to 

European SPL returns. :e 
(I) 

M (I) N 

~ 
■ Defining the gaps between the present way of working and the 

European Template. :e ■ Definjng the root causes of the gaps. 
■ Defining the problems that are occurring during the present way of 

(I) w (I) 

E working. ;II;" 
w, 

■ Defining the root causes of the problems. 
• Setting up the Requirements for the templates that are to be designed 
■ Creating solutions for the defined gaps. 
■ Creating solutions for the problems defined during the E-phase. 
■ Defining the essential data needed to return Export Returns and put 

D 
the products back to stock. :e 

■ Designing a procedure for the handling of Export Returns at the 
(I) w (I) 

GDC. ;II;" 
w, 

■ Determining the performance indicators of the return process. 
■ Creating a map of the changed process. 
• Setting up an outline of the implementation plan . 
■ Communicating the new way of handling European and Unexpected 

Returns to the Collection Points. 

I ■ Communicating the new way of handling Export and Unexpected :e Returns to the NLOs. (I) w 
Implementing the new way of handling Expected returns at the GDC (I) 

■ 

~ ■ Implementing the new way of handling Unexpected Returns at the 
GDC 

■ Implementing the new way of handling Export Returns at the GDC 
■ Controlling the functioning of the new way of working. 
■ Taking corrective actions where and when needed. :e C ■ Determining the definitive procedures. (I) 

N 
■ Standardizing the updated procedures. (I) 

;II;" 
■ Setting up a plan to continuous improvement. w, 

■ Setting up a plan to ensure ongoing conformance. 
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Appendix 3 The Present Way of Working Concerning the 
Handling of SPL Returns 

1. Detail Process Description 

The process of handling Special Lighting returns follows the following steps (see also figure 
1): 

• Pre-Return 
• Collection Point 
• Receipt Planning 
• Arrival 
• Receiving 
• PutAway 

These steps and the accompanying flowcharts will be successively discussed below. 

General Process 

Responsible Input Activities Output Remarks 

Figure 1 Detailed General Return Process 

For explanation of the different symbols used in the fl owcharts see table 1. 
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Table 1 Explanation of Flowchart Symbols 

Symbol description 

Symbol Function Symbol Function 

[J Process step ~ System 

~> Decision ~) Beginning or end of 
a process 

CJ 
,,,,--, Data that is 

( ) displayed for 
Document I Data people to read such 

\. / as data on a '----' monitor 

DJ Predefined Process 

□ Remarks Box 

n Cross reference 
from a process on 

~ / one page to a 
process on another 
page 

2. Pre-Return 

Detail Process Description 

A return is initiated by the CMSU based on a customer request or complaint. When the CMSU 
works with SAP Europe, it enters this request or complaint in the complaint management 
system (CMS) within SAP. Based on the kind of complaint this system automatically assigns 
the complaint to the department it concerns. In case the CMSU does not work with SAP 
Europe, the complaint is sent by e-mail. 

When the complaint concerns the GDC, it is received by the Customer Service Desk of the 
GDC. It enters the characteristics of the complaint in the local complaint management system 
(ICARUS). This is done for the monthly analysis report, which is not possible to generate in 
SAP. In case the complaint is sent by email, the CSD also enters it in the SAP complaint 
management system (CMS). 
In case of too much, too little or wrong products being delivered to the customer, the CSD 
assigns a task to the troubleshooter. The CSD has 24 hours to do this. If other problems are 
causing the complaint, the CSD handles it on its own. 

The troubleshooter has 24 to 48 hours to report his findings in SAP as well as in ICARUS and 
adjust the inventory in the local warehouse management system EVELIN. 
If the CSD disagrees with the findings it can overrule them. The CSD concludes the complaint 
in SAP by advising the CMSU which actions to take. Here it is determined whether or not the 
customer is allowed to return the products. After that the complaint is also closed in ICARUS. 
For this part the CSD has 24 to 48 hours. If the CMSU overrules the conclusions of the CSD, it 
takes full responsibility of the result. 
If the complaint does not concern the GDC but does result in a return to the GDC, the 
complaint will be concluded without any interference of the CSD. 

When the complaint results in a Export return, it is handled by the National Lighting 
Organisation (NLO) of that country. No products have yet been returned from outside 
Europe. 
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When the complaint leads to a (European) return, the CMSU enters a Customer Return Order 
(CRO) into SAP. This is interfaced to EVELIN as a negative picking request. SAP also 
creates a Delivery Note, which is also interfaced to EVELIN. This note is printed by the 
Forward To when the return arrives at the GDC. Since this note contains all the required 
information, printing it simplifies performing the Goods Issue in SAP. 

The CMSU also makes an agreement with the customer for the pick up of returns. The carrier 
picks up the goods at the customer and delivers them to the Collection Point. 
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Pre-Return ( 1 - 2) 

Responsible 

Customer 

CMSU 

CSD 

Troubleshooter 

CSD 

Input 

~ \ 

( Assignment for 
\ 1nveshgahon 

!CARLIS 

Activities 

/: -."" I Yes~ t~.:;:,> --------No 

I ""- / 

/"-,_ 

---------'--------, 
Send corrplaint by : 

e-rrail 

</ C<»ce,n;"'--., --- - - - - - - - -'·~v 
Yes 

No 

Return? ,",,;-No 
/ 

'( 
Yes 

~ 

No 

Ob 
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Pre-Return (2 - 2) 

Responsible Input Activities Output Remarks 

~ ~ 
/ / 

,..._,__, In case SAP 

,:---,, I, 
( , Resul l for ) Europe is not 

I I ~~ 
used, the 

CSD C --:, J ConcllJcle conclusion is 
SAP complaint sent by e-mail 

~ SAP 

J 
// ""' I NLO 11 <~~r·~ wayol 

working 

No 
No 

I 
I, 

De livery note I 

B I I 
Negative pickin~ 

CMSU Create CAO 
request 

C ; 

~j 

I Make appoimme ot I 
withc1!5lomerfor 

p1ek~ 

Carrier I Pick<<> goods at I 
cuSlomer 

I O.iive, goods at I 
Collection Point 

~ I, 

2 

"- .. // " / 'v 

I 
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3. Collection Point 

Detail Process Description 

The products are received at the Collection Point where the CRO is always accepted. The 
Collection Point also creates a Branch Return Order (BRO) in SAP and prints the Delivery 
Note. These documents are attached to the products, which are sent to the GDC. Since the 
CRO is always accepted, the BRO contains the same information. 
Creating the BRO means also performing a Goods Issue concerning the CRO. When this is 
done the CMSU credits the customer based on the issued goods. 

Some returns arrive without a CRO (''Returns Without Booking''). This occurs in two special 
cases: 

• Over delivery; the customer wants to return goods and the GDC confirms the over 
delivery. 

• Wrong delivery (product A received, product B ordered); the customer wants to 
return A and the GDC confirms. 

These goods will be handled, but no bookings will be made in SAP. The CRO in this case is a 
'dummy'. It is replaced by a return sales order. The reason for this is that, according to the 
systems (SAP & WMS), these returns have never been delivered. If they would be returned 
via a CRO and BRO you would create unjustified credit notes and stock bookings. Therefore 
no CROs or BROs are made in these cases. Booking will be done via inventory discrepancy. 
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Collection Point 

Responsible Input Activities Output Remarks 

l Cu~ome, ,etum I 
order ICAQ\ n In case of a 

CMSU Return sales order I return without 
{ZNLD} ~ // booking, sales ~-

' l 
return order 

-J ZNLD is used 

SAP 

r Yes ~ Nol 

I 
Return l r Return w,houi I booking 

~ Collection point 

~ Employee I c,eate BRO & P""l 
Receiving / 

delivery note 
p 

Checker 

~ l 
CMSU I Cced, the custome, I 

I Attach delive ,y I 
note to prod ucts 

.L 
I Send p,oducts to I 

GOG 

c½ 
~/ 

I 
I 
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4. Receipt Planning 

Detail Process Description 

Carriers have to make an appointment with Forward To for the delivery of products. Some 
carriers have fixed days and times in the week, which are reserved for them. Others contact 
Forward To by e-mail to agree on an estimated time of arrival (ETA). This email also contains 
the sender of the products (Collection Point/CMSU) and information about the truck. 
According to these appointments, Forward To makes a day and week planning for unloading. 
This planning is made in the Excel file MARIE (Management Application for the Receiving 
process to Improve Efficiency). Using the entered data, MARIE calculates the required 
capacity for unloading. 
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Receipt Planning 

Responsible 

Forward to 
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Agreements 
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• Expected time of 
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----, 
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, 
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I 
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Receip( planning 

I 
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entered in _Receipt 

planning 

' 
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I with ::;.iving 
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I 
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5. Arrival 

Detail Process Description 

On arrival at the GDC, the driver will present the accompanying transport documents to the 
Forward To department. According to the unloading planning, Forward To will decide whether 
the trailer will be unloaded immediately, or asked to wait or even leave the site. 

Subsequently Forward To checks whether the documents (CMR, invoice etc.) are available 
and correct. If not, Forward To will take action. This could be the check of indefinable goods 
or even not unloading the goods. In case there are no problems or the problems are solved, 
the arrival time of the carrier is registered in MARIE and the trailer will be unloaded. 

The Receiving department performs a rough quality check and checks the quantity of 
received pallets against the documents (CMR). In case of deficiency a remark will be written 
on that document and an e-mail will be sent to the Collection Point. Hereafter the driver gets 
the signed CMR and is allowed to leave with the trailer. 

Pallet information (Pallet registration) is being registered directly in the pallet registration 
system. 
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Arrival 
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Input 

Delivery note 
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6. Receiving 

Detail Process Description 

When returns are registered in SAP and thus expected, they contain a Return Delivery 
Number (RDN). Forward To uses the Return Delivery Number to print the Delivery Note. The 
Delivery Note facilitates in the creation of the unload list in EVELIN. 

Using the following Delivery Note data an unload list (see Appendix 15) can be created in 
EVELIN: 

• Date of creation of the return order 
• 12NC 
• Amount of boxes 
• Ship from number 
• Return Delivery Number 

The unload list is printed and handed over to the Receiving department for control of the 
products. 

When a return is unloaded, the Receiving department puts it in one of the lanes until the 
unload list is received. 
Using the unload list the return is split into the different order lines and controlled. Possible 
repairs are performed. The amount of damaged goods (to be scrapped) is noted on the 
unload list. 
Entering these adjusted amounts into the Radio Frequency (RF) Transponders, the labels 
needed for placing the products to stock are printed and attached to the accompanying 
products of each order line. 
The following data must be entered to print the labels: 

• Unload list number 
• Receiving lane 
• Transit/ storage 
• Order line number 
• Amount of boxes 

The unload list is then returned to the Forward To department. 

After receiving the unload list, the Forward To department finalises the receipt of the return 
in EVELIN using the R03 application for storage. Now internal transport can move the 
products to the lane where they are picked up by the reach trucks to put to stock. 
Afterwards the VL02N-SD transaction (delivery maintenance) is used to issue the goods in 
SAP. This means that the return has been handled but not yet commercially available (SAP 
storage location AM29). 
The scrap products are written off using the SAP transaction MBlA (goods withdrawal) and 
the good products are booked to commercial stock (location AM21) using SAP transaction 
MBlB. With SAP transaction MMBE the Forward To department controls if there are still any 
products left in location AM29. 
By booking the goods to commercial stock, the CMSU is automatically credited by the Logistic 
Cost Centre (LCC). The LCC is a financia l entity that owns the stock of Special Lighting. 

Every morning the stock in SAP and EVELIN is compared. In case of a difference, the cause is 
sought and the data is corrected. 

When the Return Delivery Number is missing, it can be found in SAP (Display sales order) 
using the Return Order Number noted on the return documents. When both numbers are 
missing, transaction VL06 can be used to list all transport. Return numbers start with 84. By 
searching for the transport with the same origin, the return might be found. If not, the return 
is unexpected and is sent to the customer service desk (CSD). 
Since Export Returns are not registered in SAP, they are treated as Unexpected Returns. 
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The CSD checks in SAP if a complaint of that order can be found. The troubleshooter controls 
(and repairs) the products. He books the good products to stock via an inventory 
discrepancy. This is done in EVELIN using mutation 751. This is automatically communicated 
to SAP where the stock information is updated. If a complaint exists the mutation number is 
added as a remark to the complaint in the local complaint management system. If not, the 
CSD sends an email to the CMSU with the information of the return in question and requests 
a complaint. The damaged products are dropped in the scrap container by the 
Troubleshooter. 

In case the customer reports a complaint after all, the troubleshooter is able to check the 751 
mutations (using the 12NC) and control if the products of this customer have actually been 
returned. 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 

Receiving (1-2) 
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Receiving (2-2) 
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7. Put-away 

Detail Process Description 

The put-away criteria are based on product families and categories and are dependable on 
the product dimensions. Each product category represents a certain home zone in a specified 
area where the storage locations for that particular product category are situated. 

The following activities are carried out to put-away products into the correct location. The 
internal transport employee chooses the put-away option in RF-terminal and scans a put
away load. The employee takes the load to the location allocated by the system. The 
employee scans/enters the location. By scanning the location the information relating to the 
pallet's contents will be available for interfacing to EVELIN. After interfacing the goods are 
available for use and the stock will be adapted in EVELIN. Finally the employee places the 
load in the location. 
In case of a bulk location, the assigned location should be empty. If the employee detects 
that the assigned location is not empty, the employee blocks the RF assignment, puts the 
products aside and informs the troubleshooter. The troubleshooter will then solve the 
problem by, for example, assigning another location or moving the misplaced products. After 
that the internal transport employee finishes the assignment. 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 
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Appendix 4 Inboeken van ontvangst retouren door GDC 

1) SAP opstarten. (Scherm "SAP Easy Access'1 
2) In het transactieveld VL02N invullen en o ENTER drukken. 

Transactie-
veld --_ .. _,"~ = -==""'-'= 'iii''-----... ------- - ----------- ____ _ .,,.___ ~---"'-~ 

@ ',o i_ ) ~'J - : / ~r Je 1:1..ittnJ,11:!: ): i1,eru 

Iii VA:J3 - Disp lay S,l les Otrt0 r 

@ VL0.3N - Display Outbound Delivery 

I!) M8 IA · GGods V11Hrld t3Vlal 

@ M8 18 - Tnn~ftJr Posting 

[!I M81 C Oth,~r 130011:~ Rer;mpts 

@ M801 · PO S[ Goods Peu:ipt fO i PO 
I!} ZMFI - [1M. Materi ;:J I Vi •?•vtH .:~ r in Gorn~spo 

{!I ME2M - Mr~,. Pur::ba~iJ Ord8r Ll•3 l!rnJ & R~:o 

!!I MMHr MM' b1oc.l<. i )'<;1t1IVIQW .;. :3tock uve,vt 
[!) ME23 - MM: Purcha.3e On:Jecr L.islinu & Rep 

"' o User menu for Patrick Deijkers 
I> CJ MM: Post Manual GR 
D D DM: Material Viewer 
D CJ MM: Basic Process Inventory Manager 
D CJ MM: Post Manual GR 
D MM: Post Manual GR 
D CJ MM Stock Transie r 
D CJ SD: Delivery Maintenance 

U bevindt zich nu in het scherm: "Change Outbound Delivery". 

3) Bij "Outbound Delivery" het return delivery nummer invullen (841 ..... ). 
En op ENTER drukken. 

Change Outbound Delivery 

'!>'' --,g· -"::.j I ~ ~ a . ..:· 1 :f'; ',, -~ I _i> ost goods_ issu_e 
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U bevindt zich nu in het scherm: "Returns xxxxxxx Change: Overview". 

4) Bij "Pick Quantity" het getal dat bij "Open Quantity" staat, overnemen. 
En op Post Goods Receipt klikken. 

Returns AIV101 84135276 Change: Overview 

'bi C!1 ~ I ~ '~ .. ~ 

mned GI 

tual GI dale 

16 12 2004 00 00 Total weight 

No.of packages 

251 , 316 KG 

All Items - ~~ 
Item Material M .. IICa '7V Bab:h Nal. type Prpen quantity ' SU Mat.a11.dt Matl ... ! l'k quantity 1 
~ bl111 s00B2833640 ZM71 8004320950 1 Jr 588 

, PC 16 . 12 . 2004 ie0 : 00 i8 

JQ 1!711588281 43808 ZM71 8099305103 I I 2 PC 16 . 12 . 2004 ieo : 00 1 

!Q ll7115801901 R510 ZH71 8377505 102 1 , 6 PC 16 . 12 . 2004 IOO : 00 l J 
:ill ll71 158855992040 ZH71 79 45600920 1 ,,. 5 .,L C 16 . 12 . 2004 ~18 BBF5'... J 

ill ill .. .,., ,.,, ,s;., ..,., -,__ ·.F.• ''·' VJ,)}}J; Jo,$- .c.c; ,,. 
- ~ " " ~~ m ~ I~ Batch spill I l~~~ - M_a_in_n_em_s_~ijt'i1~ __ A_ll_,t_em_s_ ~ 

Hierna moet u terug naar het beginscherm. 

5) In het transactieveld MBlA invullen en op ENTER drukken. 

SAP Easy Access - User menu for Patrick Deijkers 

~ ~ 1 ~ 1 ~~ ~ 1 ...... 
'v' Ej I- :JV(I n1t) ::; 

ij) VLUO . Ucl!'•/Oty f1,11on 1tor 

@ \/LU 2N Ct1;::ing(! Outbound Doliverv 

§1 \//\03 - Di splav Sa les Ordor 

lil './L03N .. Dis play Outbound Deliver, 

~ t1•118 ·1A- Goods 'i/Vitt1rJt8'•,•V i:1 I 

~ MB ·1 s Tran,3fe r Posting 

~ MB ·11.: - Ottrnr Good s Rec eipts 

~ MBO·t - Po::: t Goo,j s R8 ceipt for P() 

@ ZMFl - DM . Materi~~ I Viewer - -=· Fin co rrespo 1 

~ ME 2M - t1.i1M: P1Jrctrn ·~ e Order Ustin9 g F.11-;p 

[@ MMBE - ti.ilM . :3tock Overvi 8'V'i --=· Stui; k Overvi 

lil ME 2:3 - MM . PurdH;e Orde, u~,ting & Rep, 
9 □ Us er m enu for Patrick Deijkers 

I> CJ MM: Post Manual GR 

I> CJ OM: Material Viewer 

I> CJ MM: Basic Process Inventory Manager 

I> CJ MM: Po st Manual GR 

I> CJ MM: Post Manual GR 

I> CJ MM Stock Transfer 

I> 
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PHILIPS 
Returns, a sensible way of simply handling them sense ,ind simplicity 

U bevindt zich nu in het scherm "Enter Goods Issue: Initial Screen." 
Hier gaat u de te onbruikbare producten afboeken in SAP. 

6) Hier moet u de volgende velden invullen: 
Doc. Header Text : Returndelivery gevolgd door het return delivery 

Movement type 
Plant 
Storage location 

nummer. 
: 921 
:AM02 
:AM29 

En op ENTER drukken. 

Enter Goods Issue: Initial Screen 

D New. lte::1_ _To re:_ervatlon.:::._ To order ... ........ ,...,.,,....,..,,.....,,..,,.._,,,,.,,..,, 

Doc Header 
Text 

Movement type 
Plant 
Storage location 

Marwan Mounzer 

Special stock 

Reason for movement 

0 Suggest zero lines 

,:·:, Individual slip 

(ii, lndiv.slip w.inspecttext 

c, Collective slip 
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U bevindt zich nu in het scherm "Enter Goods Issue: New Items" 

7) Vul de volgende velden in: 
Cost center : am01n101c 
Material : EOC van product dat gescrapt moet worden. 
Quantity : Het aantal stuks dat gescrapt wordt. 
Batch : De laatste 10 cijfers van de 12NC van het product dat 

gescrapt moet worden 

Vul zo de verschillende rijen in en klik als u klaar bent op het "diskette
icoontje". Hiermee post u de goederen. 

_D ~ ~ {it To reseivalion... To order ... 
icooatje 

Hierna moet u terug naar het beginscherm. 
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8) In het transactieveld MB1B invullen en op ENTER drukken. 

SAP Easy Access - User menu for Patrick Deijl<.ers 

ca ~ I ~I:~ lffiLt I • • 
G EJ F;jVOrites 

§I VL06 - Delive1y Monito1 

§I Vlll21'-1 - Clrnnge Outbound De live 1y 

§) \/,A.03 - Dl spla'y' Sa les Order 

§I \IL031,J - Di splay Outbound Delive1y 

§] MB I A- Goods Withdrawal 

l~ -::::~~-~: ~:t~1
1
~~

1
~

11J:~::1
~~ce1pts 

§I MB0 I - Post Goods Receipt ior PO 

§I ZMFI - DM: Material Viewer- • Fin co rrespo1 

§I ME2M - MM: Purchase OrrJer Listing ,$ Rep 

§I MMBE - MM: Stock Overvie1.1i.1 -> Sto ck Ove rvi 

§I ME23 - MM : Pur,;t;ase OrrJer Listing ii Rep, 

"' 6 User menu for Patrick De ijkers 

C> D MM: Post Manual GR 

I> D DM: Materia l Viewer 

I> D MM: Basic Process Inventory Manager 

I> D MM: Post Manual GR 

I> D MM: Post Manual GR 

I> D MM Stock Tran sfer 

, I> D SD: De livery Maintenance 

El0 _ --· -

~ 
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U bevindt zich nu in het scherm: "Enter Transfer Posting: Initial Screen". 
Hier gaat u de goede producten op voorraad boeken in SAP. 

9) Hier moet u de volgende velden invullen: 
Doc. Header Text : Returndelivery gevolgd door het return delivery 

Movement type 
Plant 
Storage location 

nummer. 
: 311 
:AM02 
:AM29 

En op ENTER drukken. 

E11ter Transfer Posting: Initial Screen 

D New ite,; To reservation... To purchase order ...... 

Doc Header 
Text 

Special stock 

Reason fo r movement 

D Suggest zero lines 

Movement type ~~~~~!!!!!!"!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'.: 
Plant ORIOi slip 

Storage location □ Pnnt @,\ Individual slip 
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U bevindt zich nu in het scherm "Enter Transfer Posting: New Items." 

10)Vul de volgende velden in: 
Recv Sloe : AM21 
Material 
Quantity 
Batch 

: EOC van product dat gescrapt moet worden. 
: Het aantal stuks dat gescrapt wordt. 
: De laatste 10 cijfers van de 12NC van het product dat 
gescrapt moet worden 

Yul zo de verschillende rijen in en klik als u klaar bent op het "diskette
icoontje". Hiermee post u de goederen. 

. . ~ 
Ill -<J ~f : 0 @0 -:_ . I f/5&)~ I ltJi:f :@-~ - -:- - i~ 

Enter Transfer Posting: New Items 

.&; J;i _[J To reservation... l~ o~der. .. To purc~ase ord_er ... 

Recv SLoc 

Material 

Hierna moet u terug naar het beginscherm. 
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11)In het transactieveld MMBE invullen en op ENTER drukken. 

SAP Easy Access - User menu for Patrick Deijkers 

[:i'} ~ f~ l ~~ -f l "!' • 

' '7 

@ VL06 - Delive,v Monitor 

llli} VL02N - Ct'iange OutbounrJ Delivery 

llli) V/\.03 - Display Sa les Onier 

llli} \/UJ:31,1- Di,:pla-11 OutlrnunrJ Del ive rv 

llli) MB1 /, - Gooiis Wit1-,11rav,1al 

llli) MB·J B - Transfer Posting 

llli} MB·J C - Other Goods Receipts 

llli} MB01 - Post Goo,Js Rec eipt for PO 

§1 ZMFI - DM Ma terial \/iev,.1e r _, Fin conespo1 

llli} ME2M - MM: Purcln,e Order U sting K Rep 

~ ]MMBE - MM . :3to ck r) verv1e·•N -~· Stoc ~. Overvie\o'l/! 

llli} ME 2:J - MM Purcr,ase Ord er U·,ting t: Rep, · 
9 d User menu fo r Patrick De ijkers 

l> D MM: Post Manual GR 

I;> D OM: Material Viewer 

!> CJ MM: Bas ic Process Inventory Manager 

!> D MM: Post Manual GR 

!> D MM: Post Manua l GR 

!> D MM Sto ck Transfe r 

!> D SD: Delivery Maintenance 
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Returns, a sensible way of simply handling them sense ml simplicity 

U bevindt zich nu in het scherm "Stock Overview: Company Code/Plant/Storage 
Location/ Batch". 
Hier gaat u controleren of de transacties van de scrap en de goede producten goed 
zijn verlopen. 

12)Vul de volgende velden in: 
Material : EOC van het desbetreffende product. 
Plant : AM02 
Storage Location : AM29 

Daarna moet u op FS drukken. 

Stock Overview: Compa11y Cocle/Plant/Storage Location/Batch 

@ ~?, !'Si l»· III 

Material 

Plant 

Storage location 

' Batch 

Stocklyl)e selection 

/ 

G-] Also select special stocks 

~Also select stock commttments 

Special stock indicator 

Display version 

Di splay unit of me asure 

0 No zero stock lines 

D Decimal place as per unit 

1 Se lect display levels 

I!'] Company code 

Marwan Mounzer 

AH02 

AM 29I <!P 

to 

to 

to 

to 

~-- - ... . •· - - . -- -,,,- ~' . ,_ --. 
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U bevindt zich nu in het scherm "Stock Overview: Company Code/Plant/Storage 
Location/ Batch". 
Hier horen alle getallen bij "Total" nul te zijn. Als dat niet geval is, is er iets 
misgegaan bij het opboeken of scrappen van de producten. Ga na bij welke van de 
twee soorten boekingen, u te weinig/ te veel heeft geboekt door de transacties 
MBlA en MB1B te controleren. Herstel daarna de fout door de overgebleven 
producten alsnog in de juiste transactie te boeken. 

Stock Overview: Company Code/Plant/Storage Location/Batch 

~ ~ J~' ) ca- -~ 
Materi al ~71150070267840 TL-D 18W/ 54-765 SLV/ 25 
Material type TRAD Trading goods 
Unit of ■ easure P C Base unit of measurePC 
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Returns, a sensible way of simply handling them sense and simplicity 

Appendix 5 Track & Trace Window 

This is the EVELIN Window that shows which existing returns have already been received by 
the GDC and which have yetto be received. 

~ EVELIN: Philips Lighting Distribution ;i;t,";¥~1.'i!l , ' . " . 
Bestand Bewerken Orders Zendingen Docs VGM DCN Gegs Beh. Mgt Info Overzichten IT Venster Help 

jPROD j,UEB-2005 

..J.Ql2 

Order Header 

Number of line items r-- .~: Order number [Deliver number] jbo84126166 

Company code jis 
Account numbei of the party who pays the warehouse services · .. jB-0-21_0_3 _____ _ 

Expected shipping date of order (Sap delivery date] j01-0CT-2004 

Orilercomplet,eEvelin fT 
Date order completeE velin -_,.j,-6--D-E_C.,..:200_ 4_1-3:-57-

Date delivery ru:ite printed 

Ccistomer a 
Customei no, ship to 

· Customer name, ship to 

Customer street address 1st line, ship to 

Customer street addiess 2nd line, ship to 

Customer street.address 3rd line, ship to 

j97200019 

jKAI2ENSTEINADLERJ , CO.L .· 

12 HASADNA SJ. 

jVAT-NO. 510134479 

jMARKETING te DISTRIBUTION 
e-mail address , ship to 

Customer ordering method r: 
Customer QIOUP I 

Prefix customer ZIP code ~ 

Customer delivery priority I 

Customer ZIP code J 43651 

Delivery creation date ji-i-6-0-E-C--2-00_4_ 

Customer country, ship to ill 
Customer city, ship to , ... R-A-'A_N_A_N.;..A _ _ _____ ...._ __ _ 

Qrder line informatie Qrder message informatie 
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Appendix 6 New Return Procedure for European SPL 
Returns 

1. Pre-Return 

Detail Process Description 

A return is initiated by the CMSU based on a customer request or complaint. The CMSU 
enters this request or complaint in the complaint management system (CMS) within SAP. This 
system automatically assigns the complaint to the department it concerns. 

When the complaint concerns the GDC, the Customer Service Desk (CSD) at the GDC receives 
the complaint. It enters the characteristics of the complaint in the local complaint 
management system (ICARUS). In case of too much, too little or wrong products being 
delivered to the customer, the CSD assigns a task to the troubleshooter. The CSD has 24 
hours to do this. 

The troubleshooter has 24 to 48 hours to report his findings in SAP as well as in ICARUS and 
adjust the inventory in the local warehouse management system EVELIN. 
If the CSD disagrees with the findings it can overrule them. The CSD concludes the complaint 
in SAP by advising the CMSU which actions to take. Here it is determined if the customer is 
allowed to return the products. After that the complaint is also closed in ICARUS. 
For this part the CSD has 24 to 48 hours. If the CMSU overrules the conclusions of the CSD, it 
takes full responsibility of the result. 
If the complaint does not concern the GDC but does result in a return to the GDC, the 
complaint will be handled without any interference of the CSD. 

When the complaint leads to a return, the CMSU enters a Customer Return Order (CRO) into 
SAP. This is interfaced to EVELIN as a negative picking request. SAP also creates a delivery 
note, which is interfaced to EVELIN. This note is printed by the Forward To when the return 
arrives. The printing of the delivery note is noted in EVELIN en makes it possible to track 
which returns have already been received and which not. 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 

Pre-Return 

Responsible 

Customer 

CMSU 

CSD 

Troubleshooter 

CSD 

CMSU 

Input 

Customer 
co aint 
~ 

SAP 

Complain! 
notification al CSO 

~ \ 
( Ass,gnmeotfor ) 

~~E~~ 

~ 
~ ' 

No 

Activities 

/ y 
Yes 

EnterCOOl)lairt in 
local Cfv\S 
(ICARUS) 

/ "'~~~' 
ocicis / 
vered? / 

(/ 
Yes 

Cone""" 
c:C>nl)laJnl 

I Create Customer 
Reh..mOrder 

(CAO) 

No 
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2. Collection Point 

Detail Process Description 

The CMSU creates the Customer return order (CRO) in SAP and makes an agreement with 
the customer for the pick up of returns. The carrier (arranged by the Collection Point) picks 
up the goods and delivers these to the Collection Point. There the products are checked and 
sorted according to the return rules. The products that do not comply with the rules are 
scrapped. For the good products a Branch Return Order (BRO) is created in SAP and the 
delivery note is printed. This note is attached to the products, which are sent to the GDC. 

Some returns arrive without a CRO ("Returns Without Booking''). This occurs in two special 
cases for Special Lighting: 

• Over delivery; the customer wants to return goods and the GDC confirms the over 
delivery. 

• Wrong delivery (product A received, product B ordered); the customer wants to 
return A and the GDC confirms. 

These goods will be handled, but no bookings in SAP will be made. The CRO in this case is a 
'dummy'. It is replaced by a return sales order (kind of transport document). The reason for 
this is that, according to the systems (SAP & WMS), these returns have never been delivered. 
If they would be returned via a CRO and BRO you would create unjustified credit notes and 
stock bookings. Therefore no CRO's or BRO's are made in these cases. The good products are 
then sent to the GDC with the information that they concern a Return Without Booking. 

It can also occur that the CMSU creates a CRO while the products are already at the GDC. 
This occurs when for example the carrier returns the products directly to the GDC because it 
was not able to deliver the products. 
Instead of sending the products to the Collection Point, the GDC sorts the products and 
informs the CMSU. The CMSU will then create a CRO and instruct the Collection Point in 
creating the BRO according to the information given by the GDC concerning good and scrap 
products. 
After creating the BRO the Collection Point must inform the GDC of its existence. 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 

Collection Point 

Responsible 

CMSU 

Employee 
Receiving / 
Checker 

Checker 

Employee 
Receiving 

Employee 
Receiving / 
Checker 

Employee 
Receiving / 
Checker 

Input Activities 

n 

Yes ~ -------- - N~---·~ ------

Retum without l 
booking ' 

<;;~ ~rac\in ~ Yes 

Create BRO 

~-~-~ 

~-~-~ 

No 

Check & So rt 
goods 

Book Scrap 

D~pose goods 

No 

_____ __ j 

Check & Sort 
goods 

Quality '• ,, 

Okay? ,, 

... ----- --

Yes 

,--- :b.Uacf'IYR81urn ___ : 
• Without Booking : 
' document to i 

- ---··· ---------- --·-··---·-··------------·-- -H••~~-~~~jucts _____ : 

Send p1oduc1s 10 
GDC 
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3. Receipt Planning 

Detail Process Description 

Carriers have to make an appointment with Forward To for the delivery of products. Some 
carriers have fixed appointments. Others contact Forward To by e-mail to agree on an 
estimated time of arrival (ETA). According to these appointments the Forward To makes a 
day and week planning for unloading. 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 

Receipt Planning 

Responsible 

Forward to 

Input 

Agreements 
with Forwarders 

Dally Information 
from Forwarders 
(before a certain 
time) concerning: 
• Expected time of 
arrival (ET A) 
• 1PLC 
• Collection point/ 
CMSU 
• Truck-info 

Activities 

~1.------, 
I 

ETA .enwed in I 
Recetpl planning 

V) 
'y' 

/ t" 
,/ ', 

l
foed appointn>mts I 
entered in _Receipt 

plannmg 

l 
Planning model I I Discuss Receipt I 

~-- - -.!I with ~:tving 

Suggest alternative 
ET A to Forwarder 

/ ~ 
,,-' ETAfitsin "-

No ~ , R~ipt / 
,_ Planning? / ,, / 

( 
Yes 

,I, 

I 
Con!,m ETA to I 

FO!Warder 

I 
Trailer arrival/ 

I Unloading 

~ ' / / 
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4. Arrival 

Detail Process Description 

On arrival at the GDC, the driver will present the accompanying transport documents to the 
Forward To department. According to the unloading planning, Forward To will decide if the 
trailer will be unloaded immediately, or asked to wait or even leave the site. 

Subsequently the Forward To checks if the documents (CMR, delivery note, invoice etc.) are 
available and correct. If not, Forward To will take action. This could be the check of 
indefinable goods or even not unloading the goods. In case there are no problems or the 
problems are solved, the arrival time of the carrier is registered and the trailer will be 
unloaded. 

The Receiving department checks the received products against the documents (CMR). If 
needed a remark will be written onto that document and a complaint entered into the local 
complaint system (ICARUS). This complaint is then printed and faxed to the Collection Point. 
Hereafter the driver gets the signed CMR and is allowed to leave with the trailer. 

Pallet information (Pallet registration) is being registered directly in the pallet registration 
system. 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 

Arrival 

Responsible Input Activities Output Remarks 

l3l Delivery note 

CMA "'( Invoice/ 
picking list • Dnver reports at 
~ 

I I 
reception and 

Driver Trailer arrival arrives with 
documents: 
·CMA 

.~ 
- Delivery note 

/ . 
. " ' Aefml. oew ,1 Truck Forward to 

<~ xpected: / ;--No appointment has to 
be made 

·, 
r 

Yes 

/\ 
' ' Too late Truckm '· Too early time? 

"' / 

"'( 
Yes 

, • I Trnck hasto wait I·--- Register trailer I ~ before unloading arrival 

)~ Check ifCMR 
aod 
accompanying 

Delivery note invoioe/picking list 

CMA </ Pape,s ·'}-No & delivery note 

Take action 
are available and 

Invoice/ 

~ ?// 
correct 

picking list etc 

~ Takes action: 
• Check 
indefinable goods 

Yes • not unloading 

• - makes contact 

I I 
with the CMSU / 

Driver Trailer to dock 
Collection point 
about the papers 

• Receiving 

I 
Unload tra iler 

I Dept. 

• [::] I Co,nt pafk,ts/ I ::, Check amount of 
boxes & quick pallets with CMR 

check for damage Pallet regislralion j and f~I In pallet 

* 
IAocess, registration 

/ "' 
I 

Okay? )-No Sign protest on 

~ / CMA 

/ 

l ~ 
Enter corrplaint 

11 Complaint. j \ 
in local corrplaint 

Forward To system (lCARUS), 

Yes 
procedure I print corrplainl 

, .... L. 
and fax it to the 
collection point 

Driver 

I 
I Copy ~ 

Sign copy of 
CMR: depart 

I i wi th trailer and ~ -· take copy of 
I CMA 

'47 
I 

/ 
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5. Receiving 

Detail Process Description 

When returns arrive at the GDC, the Forward To determines what kind of return it is. 
In case of a Return Without Booking, it is indicated on the accompanying documents. The 
Forward To communicates this to the Troubleshooter. The Troubleshooter then checks the 
products, makes sure the good products are put to stock and books them to stock via an 
inventory discrepancy. The bad products will be brought to the scrap-corner. 

Otherwise the Forward To will check if the Return Delivery Number can be found in SAP. If 
so, the Forward To will use this number to print the delivery note. Using the following 
delivery note data an unload list can be created in EVELIN: 

• Date of creation of the return order 
• 12 NC 
• Amount of boxes 
• Ship from number 
• Return delivery number 

The unload list is printed and handed over to the Receiving department for control of the 
products. 
When a return is unloaded, the Receiving department lays it in one of the lanes until the 
unload list is received. Using the unload list the return is split into the different order lines 
and checked. In case of deviation in quantity or quality, the right data is noted on the unload 
list. Entering these adjusted amounts into the Radio Frequency (RF) Transponders, the labels 
needed for placing the products to stock are printed and attached to the accompanying 
products of each order line. 
The following data must be entered to print the labels: 

• Unload list number 
• Receiving lane 
• Transit/ storage 
• Order line number 
• Amount of boxes 

The unload list is then returned to the Forward To. 

Then the Forward To finalises the receipt of the return in EVELIN using the R03 application 
for storage. Now internal transport can move the products to the lane where they are picked 
up by the reach trucks to put to stock. 
Afterwards the VL02N-SD (delivery maintenance) is used to issue the goods in SAP. This 
means that the return has been handled but not yet commercially available (SAP storage 
location AM29). 
The scrap products are written off using the SAP transaction MB1A (goods withdrawal) and 
the good products are booked to commercial stock using SAP transaction MB1B. With SAP 
transaction MMBE the Forward To department controls if there are still any products left in 
location AM29. 
In case of adjusted data on the unload list, the Forward To uses this data to file a complaint 
into the local complaint system ICARUS. This complaint is printed and faxed to the sender 
(Collection Point). 

If the Return Delivery Number does not exist in SAP, it means the return is an Unexpected 
Return. The Forward To will communicate this to the Receiving department so that they can 
move the products to the location of Unexpected Returns. There the following actions are to 
be taken within 24 hours: 

• Planning and Traffic will conduct their root cause analysis in case of damaged goods. 
• Receiving will check and sort the products according to the return rules. The 

products that do not comply with the rules are scrapped and the ones that do 
comply are put aside in anticipation of how they should be handled. 
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• The Receiving department notes this information on the return registration form. 
• Planning uses this form to communicate the Unexpected Return to the CMSU and 

note this information in the Return Registration File. 

Within 48 hours the CMSU must indicate to Planning how the return is to be handled. The 
CMSU has 2 options: 

1. The CMSU enters a complaint and creates a Customer Return Order (CRO) after all. 
In this return order it is mentioned that the products are already at the GDC. The 
Collection Point uses this CRO to create a branch return order (BRO) and informs the 
GDC. This way the CMSU is able to credit the customer and the GDC can handle the 
return as any other. 

2. The CMSU decides to handle the products as a Return Without Booking (Ohne 
Buchung). The products are then put back to stock via an inventory discrepancy. No 
return order is created and therefore the customer is not credited via a customer 
return order. 

After receiving the decision of the CMSU, Planning informs the Forward To as well as the 
Customer Service Desk (CSD). 
In case of option 2 the Forward To will inform the Troubleshooter, who will handle the return 
as any other Return Without Booking. Beside that, Forward To will look up the return in the 
return registration file and fill in the date the return was booked to stock. 

As mentioned before in case of option 1 the Forward To will be informed by the Collection 
Point that the BRO has been created . The Forward To will then look up the return in the 
return registration file. Using that information the Forward To will write off the scrap products 
and book the good products to stock. After that the Receiving department will be informed 
which products from the location for Unexpected Returns are to be picked and where they 
are to be stored. 

Every morning the stock in SAP and EVELIN is compared. In case of a difference, the cause is 
sought and the data is corrected. 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 
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Receiving (2-2) 
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6. Put-away 

Detail Process Description 

The process is as follows: 

PHILIPS 
sense ar,J simplicity 

The put-away criteria are based on product families and categories and are dependable on 
the product dimensions. Each product category represents a certain home zone in a specified 
area where the storage locations for that particular product category are situated. 

The following activities are carried out to put-away products into the correct location. The 
internal transport employee chooses the put-away option in RF-terminal and scans a put
away load. The employee takes the load to the location allocated by the system. The 
employee scans/enters the location. By scanning the location the information relating to the 
pallet's contents will be available for interfacing to EVELIN. After interfacing the goods are 
available for use and the stock will be adapted in EVELIN. Finally the employee places the 
load in the location. 
In case of a bulk location, the assigned location should be empty. If the employee detects 
that the assigned location is not empty, the employee takes the misplaced products out of 
the location and puts them aside. The put-away load is placed in the assigned location and 
the problem is communicated to the Troubleshooter. The troubleshooter will then solve the 
problem and communicate to Internal Transport where the misplaced products are to be put. 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 
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Appendix 7 Aanmaken van Return Order door GDC CSD 

1) SAP opstarten. (Scherm "SAP Easy Access'1 

2) In het transactieveld VA01 invullen en op ENTER drukken. 

Transactie- _ 
veld 

'O't:j >;,1r;1rt;;> 

~ I/MU[ M1\1 '1t::icl-. 1v,,:v,mv _,. mQ:K c-..~m~w 
@ VL06 · Or?lrverv MOlllliJr 

(a MF.iJ Dbpl,1\' 1>,ircr1J:-; ,; Ori tc, 

§) i'l Df:17- M:cirw-:ill'r,)t:• .\ s •; mq ,lt ii.Jr ,-: :; 

~ c;111nc /\fJ. fJ.v;it protilt:• tor sta11oJ,3r,J '3!.P tr::m·1a,: tiw1"J • l):;Ar Oh~l<W 

~ }i!G"il MM C>1)1)11'i MfJYUt71tlf1t li·:;ti•ll] • M-~h~rt ;ll DH.. U:;t 

[!) MBi) I • MM Po<,! MJnt:31 l)R ·' l'o:~t f}iJQrli H•)U~ipt fer P() 

I!) "'1U1,)•l · Ot'iplJ', ;{l;(J,Jh'•'Qllih?'rl'l>!t'I:; :;!ll!,.lfl1lll 

[B a~1:u Disph.1y1:1:,cf,iru;c - r,j1t1:rum 12nc 

~ ll<IFI-Finff11fl'!',pMHi11,;;i:n<.,:r1?ni"',> 

~ VLO?N t~h•.lrl\lll r:,1 1tb rJ !Jn,i D"'li•·t\~y 
~ V/;, !)1 - I ) l',l !) l:;l'y ;;:;1 le-; Order 

§J wi:.ns . 1O0c t.1:,t·; 

~ VUJJN · Ol·>Pl'<V 1jutb01JJld 08 1very 

§1 wtiJ~ 8c)1ct'" fnrH)oc 111 J::it.:ib.:i•;n 

~ h!B·r A . (101)rl:; Wt tn,1rclH;Jl 

@ M8I il • Tran-:;rer Po-1tmg 
~ MA1 r_; •JUl8r C,1m,1s R•ic0e.1p:,; 

,;;;;, 8 User menu for Sander Goorden 

I> CJ MM Ooods Movement Li stin g 

[) DMM: Planningli sts 

[) CJ MM: Post Manual GR 

I> CJ MM: Purchase Order listing & Reporting 

f>- CJ MM Purreq U sling & Reporting 

t> D MM. S1ock 0\/el\llew 

[> CJ QM: Cornplainl s Management 

[> D SD Claims Management 

(> CJ SD: Contracts Management 

(> CJ SD: Delivery Maintenance 

!> D SD: Inquiries Management 

, ~ ,.-,~•-· · _ _ 
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U bevindt zich nu in het scherm: "Create Sales Order: Initial Screen". 

3) Op hetzelfde scherm de volgende gegevens invullen: 
Sales organization : AM01 
Distribution channel : 04 
Division : 01 
Sales office : Leeg laten 
Sales group : Leeg laten 

In te 
vullen 
velden 

Marwan Mounzer 

Create Sales Order: Initial Screen 
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4) Bij order type ZAMB kiezen. 
En dan op ENTER drukken. 
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U bevindt zich nu in het scherm: "Create Ret. Collect. Point: Overview". 

5) Vul in dit scherm de volgende velden in: 
Sold to Party : Funloc van het desbetreffende land {zie funloc tabel 

aan bet eind van dit document). 
Als u 2 keer op ENTER drukt wordt het veld van de 
" Ship to party" automatisch ingevuld. 

Purchase Order no : Herkenningsnummer {bijv. document number of 
invoice number) van de desbetreffende Proforma 
Invoice. Dit nummer is rechts boven op de Proforma 
Invoice te vinden. 

Req del. Date : Datum waarop dit veld wordt ingevuld. 

Crnate Rel Collect Point: Ovell/iew 

Sold to party -9 ! ~ g. d.H • ! 1lll 0;;;, ~::;:.;.- ~~- -;;.=~~~~:;v=~ 
Ship to party 
Purch order no. 

Req. Del. date 

Marwan Mounzer 

,-'tllitems 

n. .. SMatenaJ Ua1€r1aIen1erea !F11st oaie nca Pltll eaIc.n ,Netpnce ,c_. iRate 
16 122004 I 

15 122004 

13 12 2004 
,- )------+-- -+---3---------~" ~"~'°-,.+--+--+- -+--t---;----+---+~ 

16 1220114 

16 122064 

15 12 2004 

0 1s 122oe, 

16122004 

C 16 12.2004 

L 16122004 
161 22004 

, < ;" .;;·.z 
' 
.~~~~ 
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6) Op hetzelfde scherm moet u de volgende gegevens invullen: 

Material :EOC 
Order quantity : Het aantal wat geleverd wordt ( dus ook eventuele 

kapotte lampen) 
SU 

Batch 

: PC als het om stuks gaat en BOX als het om dozen 
gaat. Te zien op Proforma Invoice 

: Laatste 10 cijfers van de 12 NC. 

Druk daarna op ENTER en de rest van de rij zal automatisch ingevuld worden. Vul 
vervolgens de volgende rij in etc. 

Change Ret. Collect. Point 60330220: Overview 

liP ,._ I .£l I @J 8 I <f) I'; I IHl Orders 

· 60330228 

Solll-to P"'!I' ;:!I ~ 01_(12_ 

t Shlr>,to parll'. :;,; 41 6800 

[ Pu~h.Qrd!![,f!O. _ ~ 

PHILIPS UOHTINQ LJP (LAMPS} t GUD-PfQRO BUSINESS FA
PHILIPS LIGHTING LAMPS I GW/ERTQN ROAD f NORTH/IMP--~ - - PO ~JI! __ j ~ @ 

, . Sales 1 ttem overview ( ttem detail [ Ordering party __ f' ~ Procuremen1 _ ( Shippin0 .... J Reason for r_eje_t!!(?n_--_ 

I Req. deliv.date D 16 .12 . 2004 Deliver.plant 

l ~ A:--::: . ..,,,.--..:-----------------,,---.":--------------. I II - • ""' _ ... 
It. I Material I ~ e, q111" S~ S Description Material entered Firstdat~ ltCa Pint Batch l !Netprice C ... Rate CnT) Route Customerlrl 

1l lll.115O05 5!J.aii111"40 \.. .a; r..l K; LEO Effect 90W -R s . 0087 11 50 0559975 16 . 12 . 2004 ZM7HM82 ~ 5600..l!l l 280, 97 EUR 280 , 97 ZLCC G 
I 20 87 115Gll l 28336 40 lili!i O ~ LEO Pe rto rmance 1 ~ 087 11 58062846616 . 12 . 2004 ZM7 1 ~M82 808432 950 1 191 , 92 ;eUR 191 , 92 ZL CC G ,

1 
I i:1-+-ll!,+!8,.,,1_11.,,.50,..,0+ 0,.,.• 1...,43..,.00....,• 0+---+----c2t±--E[l:t~- 's_11_a_oo_u_N_P1_1 --+-~0_0_11_1 5_0_02_0_14_30-+1_6_. 1_2 _. 2_00_41c-~ M_1-;1 ~- 'M.,..02-+0_09_9_30+-1 a_Jf-, __ 9_77_, 4~8-;E~u_R f-.. 7~7~, 4~8-+Z_L_cc+--+---L..J I ,; 

!!l~/11 508 90 18518 6 □~OP 25-0 F 1 CT/6 ~ 0871 15881 90192 16 . 12 . 2004 ZM71 ~M82 837750 1821 .. 639 , 80 EUR . 39 , 88 ZL CC 1 
! I ~ '3711500 5992840 25 OtLEo Effect 91!W-R s ~ 08 711 5085599751 6 . 12 . 2084 ZM71 ~M82 794568 920 1 280, 97 EUR 200 , 97 7 LCC 

, i:-1---t--+---+-t---cM rl[Jc;t-------+-------t1:-::6cc. 1:-::2-:. 2::co0:-:4+--+----t----t- t-!, ---+--+-----t- +--+---t 
~ I [J 16 . 12 . 2004 I " 

l_,___,_M~ !lu_t~P•r~,~~ !l..,._1 _ _ ;-.-,..,..c.J+------+------+-- ---+------+-+-'~ ' 
1L,_,_ _ ___ 1 _,>--+---4r_ i+------+------+---+---+--+---+----+---+---+-+--i--

~ ~ 

' 
16 . 12 . 2084 Rat,.1-, 
16 12 2084 i 
16 . 12 . 2084 ! 
16 . 12 . 20041 I 
16 . 12 . 2084 I I 

•• q ,,, lii" 

tr " ' " 
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7) Dubbelklik op 1e regel. Nu bevindt u zich in het scherm: "Change Ret. 
Collect. Point xxxxxxx: Item Data". 

8) Yul in het veld van "Purchase Order Item" het item-nummer in. Dit is het 
getal van de orderregel. Te vinden in de linker kolom (Item) van de 
proforma invoice. 
Door gebruik te maken van de pijltjes boven aan het scherm kunt u dit 
voor alle ingevulde rijen doen. 

Solcl-toparti, ,/ 

1 PO number 670000881 

Purchase order date 81 . 12 . 2004 

Purchase order no. 

Purchase order date 

Purchase orclertype 

Purchase order item 

Your reference 

Purchase 
order Item 

Door te saven (op diskette-icoontje drukken) is het inleggen van de retourorder 
voltooid. 
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Proforma Invoice 

e 
Profroma invoice PHILIPS Date of issue Page < ~ gnition num~ 

fhilips Lighting B.V. Eindhoven-The Netherlands Invoice fro~[hip from [J"arirr "~au . "ll \ 67656 111465 
Order number \ 

~hip to 801771 Invoice to 676560 \ PHILIPS LIGHTING B.V. L.C.C. Acht 
WHS ROOSENDAAL BUILDING CWL lighting division Herkennings-
SREDASEWEG 203 Achtseweg Noord 1 4-16 
~705 RN ROOSENDAAL 5651 GG Eindhoven nummer 
Netherlands Netherlands 

Customer's reference 
Conny Niis COMPLAINT 
Country of Origin ountry of Destination 
Netherlands Netherlands 

"1ode of Transport Terms of delivery and payment 

b ackaoAs fmarils-nuanfi1'v-kind-numbers\ h rnensi ons Ion\ b ross(kal· b urrencvusd 

tern ~ rtide-typen1.mber/description I ~ rademark PHILIPS Nett (kg) ~ uantity ~ rice per% ~ mount 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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FUNLOC TABEL 

Land Funloc 
Oostenrijk 720439 
Duitsland 322004 
Denemarken 300089 
Finland 370339 
Noorwegen 710404 
Zweden 970594 
Zwitserland 980366 
Nederland 676560 
Belgie 170101 
Frankrijk: 381907 
Italie 520607 
Spanje 850443 
Polen 780040 
UK 420101 
USA 134334 
Canada 230551 
Mexico 660107 
Taiwan 371249 
Korea 568891 
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Appendix 8 Proforma Invoice 

e 
Profroma invoice PHILIPS Oate of issue Page < ~ gnition num~ 

!Philips Lighting B.V. Eindhoven-The Netherlands nvoice fro~[hip from Tarin ,, ___ ;.,,, 

\ 67656 11146: 
Order number \ 

IShip to 801771 nvoiceto 676560 \ PHILIPS LIGHTING B.V. .C.C. Acht 
r-,'JHS ROOSENDAAL BUILDING CWL ighting division Herkennings-
aREDASEWEG 203 IA,chtseweg Noord 14-16 
f4705 RN ROOSENDAAL 5651 GG Eindhoven numrner 
Netherlands Netherlands 

Customer's reference 
Conny Niis COMPLAINT 
Country of Origin ountry of Destination 
Netherlands etherlands 

Mode of Transport Terms of delivery and payment 

~ ackaaes !marl(s-auantitv-kind-numbersl b mensions /cm\ b rossllml: b urrencvusd 

tern ~ rtide-typenumber/descriptioo I ~rademark PHILIPS <ott(kg) ~ uantity ~ rice per% ~ mount 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Appendix 9 Return Procedure for SPL Export 

For export returns of Special Lighting (returns from outside Europe) a procedure has been 
designed. First an overview is given of the changes. After that the template is given. 

1. The following steps must be taken: 

1. NLO collects returns from customer. 

2. NLO checks and sorts products according to rules. 

3. NLO scraps products that do not comply with the rules. 

4. NLO calculates: 
• Value of good products. 
• The costs of scrapping the good products at the NLO. 
• The costs of transporting the good products to the GDC. (This could be done 

by using the GLAD file. That is a purchasing (transport) file on intranet. 
Otherwise contact the local Traffic department). 

5. NLO contacts the IPLC planner and communicates the information (in point 4) for 
determining if the good products are to be sent to the GDC or not. 

6. When it is decided to return the products, the NLO must request a proforma invoice 
at the CSD of the GDC. (contact person: csd- .semo@philips.com) 

7. When the proforma invoice is received (by email) by the NLO, the NLO should fill in a 
recognition number (Purchase Order Number, invoice number) to which the credit 
from the LCC will be linked by SAP. Then the Proforma Invoice should be printed and 
attached to the products when they are sent to the GDC. The transport costs of 
returns, which will be paid by the NLO, can ultimately be billed to Special Lighting. 

8. GDC will use the proforma invoice to put the return order into SAP and handle it 
further. This will generate an automatic crediting for the NLO from the LCC. (As 
mentioned before, this will be linked to the provided recognition number) 

2. New way of handling Unexpected Returns. 

In case of receipt of Unexpected Returns (surprise returns), the NLO will be contacted by the 
Planner of the GDC. The NLO can choose out of 2 options: 

1. The GDC is to book the products to stock via an inventory discrepancy. No crediting 
will take place. 

2. A return order is created and using the proforma invoivce the GDC will book the 
products back to stock. Crediting will take place. 
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3. The GDC has set up the following targets on the lead-time of returns 

Expected returns: 
After creating the return order in SAP Europe, expected returns will be treated as any 
incoming goods and thus the target is to handle 96% of them within 24 hours (from arrival at 
the GDC until the products are commercially available). 

Unexpected returns: 
Unexpected returns will be communicated to the NLO within 24 hours. Furthermore the 
target is to handle 96% of them within 5 working days (from arrival at the GDC until the 
products are commercially available). 

4. Feedback 

Every month the NLO will receive feedback from the GDC on the quality of the received 
returns. 
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Procedure 

1. Pre-Return 

Detail Process Description 

A return is initiated by the NLO based on a customer complaint. If the complaint concerns the 
GDC, the NLO will send the complaint by email to the Customer Service Desk (CSD) of the 
GDC. 

The CSD enters the characteristics of the complaint in the local complaint management 
system (ICARUS) and the SAP Complaints Management System (CMS). In case of too much, 
too little or wrong products being delivered to the customer, the CSD assigns a task to the 
troubleshooter. 

The troubleshooter will report his findings in ICARUS and adjust the inventory in the local 
warehouse management system EVELIN. 
The CSD concludes the complaint by advising the NLO which actions to take. Here it is 
determined if the customer is allowed to return the products. After that the complaint is also 
closed in ICARUS. 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 

Pre-Return 
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Troubleshooter 
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Complain at NLO 

Send complaint by 
e-mail 

/ 
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Yes 

Too mueh">-.. 
too little, wrong'-...._ 

oduct~ / 
lvero/ 

✓ 
Yes 

Conclude 
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2.NLO 

Detail Process Description 

The NLO makes an agreement with the customer for the pick up of the returns. The carrier 
picks up the goods and delivers these to the NLO. There the products are checked and sorted 
according to the return rules. The products that do not comply with the rules are scrapped. 
For the good products the value is calculated. Also the scrap costs at the country of the NLO 
and the transport costs of the products to the GDC are calculated. The NLO should then 
contact the IPLC planner and communicate this information. The IPLC planner will then 
decide if the products are to be scrapped at the NLO or sent to the GDC. 
If it is decided to return the goods to the GDC, the NLO should request a proforma invoice 
from the CSD of the GDC. After receiving the proforma invoice (by email) the NLO should 
print it and attach it to the products before sending them to the GDC. 

The GDC will use the Proforma Invoice to enter the return in SAP Europe. This will make it 
possible for the LCC to credit the NLO 

Some returns contain no return order (''Returns Without Booking''). This occurs in two special 
cases for Special Lighting: 

• Over delivery; the customer wants to return the goods and the GDC confirms the 
over delivery. 

• Wrong delivery (product A received, product B ordered); the customer wants to 
return A and the GDC confirms. 

These goods will be handled, but no bookings in SAP will be made. The return order in this 
case is a 'dummy'. The reason for this is that, according to the systems (SAP & WMS), these 
returns have never been delivered. If they would be returned via a return order you would 
create unjustified credit notes and stock bookings. Therefore no return order is made in these 
cases. The good products are then sent to the GDC with the information that they concern a 
Return Without Booking. 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 
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3. Receipt Planning 

Detail Process Description 

Carriers have to make an appointment with Forward To for the delivery of products. Some 
carriers have fixed appointments. Others contact Forward To by e-mail to agree on an 
estimated time of arrival (ETA). According to these appointments the Forward To makes a 
day and week planning for unloading. 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 

Receipt Planning 
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4. Arrival 

Detail Process Description 

On arrival at the GDC, the driver will present the accompanying transport documents to the 
Forward To department. According to the unloading planning, Forward To will decide if the 
trailer will be unloaded immediately, or asked to wait or even leave the site. 

Subsequently the Forward To checks if the documents (CMR, delivery note, invoice etc.) are 
available and correct. If not, Forward To will take action. This could be the check of 
indefinable goods or even not unloading the goods. In case there are no problems or the 
problems are solved, the arrival time of the carrier is registered and the trailer will be 
unloaded. 

The Receiving department checks the received products against the documents (CMR). If 
needed a remark will be written onto that document and a complaint entered into the local 
complaint system (ICARUS). This complaint is then printed and faxed to the Collection Point. 
Hereafter the driver gets the signed CMR and is allowed to leave with the trailer. 

Pallet information (Pallet registration) is being registered directly in the pallet registration 
system. 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 
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5. Receiving 

Detail Process Description 

When returns arrive at the GDC, they are accompanied by a proforma invoice. If the Forward 
To has already received the proforma invoice from the CSD, it can be treated as a Branch 
Return. If not, the Proforma Invoice must be given to the CSD to be entered into SAP. 

As with a Branch Return, the Forward To will check if the Return Delivery Number can be 
found in SAP. If so, the Forward To will use this number to print the delivery note. Using the 
following delivery note data an unload list can be created in EVELIN: 

• Date of creation of the return order 
• 12 NC 
• Amount of boxes 
• Ship from number 
• Return delivery number 

The unload list is printed and handed over to the Receiving department for control of the 
products. 

When a return is unloaded, the Receiving department lays it in one of the lanes until the 
unload list is received. Using the unload list the return is split into the different order lines 
and checked. In case of deviation in quantity or quality, the right data is noted on the unload 
list. Entering these adjusted amounts into the Radio Frequency (RF) Transponders, the labels 
needed for placing the products to stock are printed and attached to the accompanying 
products of each order line. 
The following data must be entered to print the labels: 

• Unload list number 
• Receiving lane 
• Transit/ storage 
• Order line number 
• Amount of boxes 

The unload list is then returned to the Forward To. 

Then the Forward To finalizes the receipt of the return in EVELIN using the R03 application 
for storage. Now internal transport can move the products to the lane where they are picked 
up by the reach trucks to put to stock. 

Afterwards the VL02N-SD (delivery maintenance) is used to issue the goods in SAP. This 
means that the return has been handled but not yet commercially available (SAP storage 
location AM29). 
The scrap products are written off using the SAP transaction MB1A (goods withdrawal) and 
the good products are booked to commercial stock using SAP transaction MB1B. With SAP 
transaction MMBE the Forward To department controls if there are still any products left in 
location AM29. 
In case of adjusted data on the unload list, the Forward To uses this data to file a complaint 
into the local complaint system ICARUS. This complaint is printed and faxed to the sender 
(Collection Point). 

Every morning the stock in SAP and EVELIN is compared. In case of a difference, the cause is 
sought and the data is corrected. 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 
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Receiving (2-2) 
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6. Put-away 

Detail Process Description 

The process is as follows: 
The put-away criteria are based on product families and categories and are dependable on 
the product dimensions. Each product category represents a certain home zone in a specified 
area where the storage locations for that particular product category are situated. 

The following activities are carried out to put-away products into the correct location. The 
internal transport employee chooses the put-away option in RF-terminal and scans a put
away load. The employee takes the load to the location allocated by the system. The 
employee scans/enters the location. By scanning the location the information relating to the 
pallet's contents will be available for interfacing to EVELIN. After interfacing the goods are 
available for use and the stock will be adapted in EVELIN. Finally the employee places the 
load in the location. 
In case of a bulk location, the assigned location should be empty. If the employee detects 
that the assigned location is not empty, the employee takes the misplaced products out of 
the location and puts them aside. The put-away load is placed in the assigned location and 
the problem is communicated to the Troubleshooter. The troubleshooter will then solve the 
problem and communicate to Internal Transport where the misplaced products are to be put. 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 
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The Return Rules 

Goods that are allowed to be returned to the GDC must comply with the following rules: 

Live ( current) 12ncs 
Full boxes (no broken boxes) 
Original, clean and undamaged boxes: 

Packaging not damaged 
IPLC label intact 
No additional labels (no pick labels, carrier label, customer label etc!) 
No additional tape 
No writing on the boxes 

Undamaged Lamps/Goods 
No stencil brands (products with other brand than Philips printed on it) 

Small repairs (removing labels, fixing tape) can be done in order to make the goods comply 
with the rules. Repacking is not a small repair. 
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Proforma Invoice 

~ -
Date of issue Page ( 

-
Profroma invoice PHILIPS Recognition number 

~ 

Philips Lighting B.V. Eindhoven-The Netherlands nvoice from rhip frorr Tariff heading 

Prder number 

$hip to 801771 nvoiceto 676560 
PHILIPS LIGHTING B.V. .C .C. Acht 
r,vHS ROOSENDAAL BUILDING CWL ighting division 
'3REDASEWEG 203 f'\chtseweg Noord 14-16 
14705 RN ROOSENDAAL :,651 GG Eindhoven 
Netherlands Netherlands 

Customer's reference 
Connv Niis COMPLAINT 
Country of Origin ountry of Destination 
Netherlands etherlands 

Mode of Transport Terms of delivery and payment 

backa--- marks.,,uantitv•kind•nurrbersl hmensions cml b rosslknl: b urren~ usd 

1am ~ rticle-typern.mber/description I ~ rademark PHILIPS Nett (kgi ~ uaitity ~ rice per% ~ mount 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Appendix 10 Implementation plan 

---

I I 
15 Nov '04 I 22 Nov '04 29 Nov '04 

ID Task Name Duration Start s M I T I W I T I F I S I S I M I T I W I T I F I S I S M l T I W I T I F I s 
1 General 5 days? Mon 15-11-04 ... -2 Assign the main responsibility of returns 1 day? Mon 15-11-04 [E] ' 

3 Set up an overview of whom is responsible for wt 2 days? Mon 15-11-04 ~ 

* 4 Set up 'Manual of activities" for each responsible 1 day? Fri 19-11-04 ~ 
5 Communicate return procedure at GDC 5 days Mon 15-11-04 •·~.~"t,;,1,,~fic~~ ... -~t~3 

6 List all the contact persons in different countries , 5 days Mon 15-11-04 ,~,,~~~~~-f 

7 Assign performance indicators to the people invo 1 day? Mon 15-11-04 ffi 
8 Collection Points 15 days Mon 15-11-04 ... -
9 Clarify requirements to CMSU/collection points (t 5 days Mon 15-11 -04 ·;tt;~~~~-~~~ .... 

10 Telephone conferences with CMSU/Collection Po 10 days Mon 22-11-04 I ~~.,...,,-~~~ . ,,- · :;;t;r_-;t:"·r£li-_ t:7.:~, : ,.., .::::A;.;~."'."~~i--~::1 

11 Expected returns 11 days? Mon 15-11-04 ... -
12 Implement and communicate the targets for regu 5 days Mon 15-1 1-04 ""'""'"" 

-· "'~- --
13 Include CP's in ICARUS 10 days Mon 15-11-04 ·~--~ - ·~'" ~~~~ """ -· 
14 Create a manual for (manually) processing the re 10 days Mon 15-1 1-04 ~~f~~:r~~~~.::~~."f.;.-f, :.;e",to,,,•-,t~t:-~~-.... 1 

' ... 
15 Implement the registration of returns and their co 1 day? Mon 29-11-04 ~ 
16 Unexpected returns 15 days? Mon 15-11 -04 ... -
17 Assign the main responsibility of unexpected retu ~-- 1 day? Mon 15-11-04 ~ 
18 Assign a fixed location for unexpected returns an, 15 days Mon 15-11-04 ~~~i.;;i-,.~~:~-~,,:t:;;) " ·~~i"'....tl.-~.-.::.¥.~¥'~~-·-"!:~r;g. ... ...-~ .• 

19 Communicate and discuss return rules with Rece 1 day? Mon 22-11-04 Efil 
20 Implement and communicate the targets for une) 5 days Mon 15-11 -04 :~~f~-~~- _· ., _, _':.JI 

21 Communicate and discuss the registration file wil 1 day? Wed24-11-04 ~ 
22 Make sure the planner gets a copy of the exceptic 15 days Mon 15-11-04 -::= '"¥;'-'t~<;,;.,.a_~- - .-~~~-~ ai!J.~JJi· :--,,;..~7 ... r.._~:{'.~~i-.: -~ ,?"'" _..:.,.~·J-.... ,r.W ~ · 

23 Export returns 15 days? Mon 15-11-04 ... -
24 Communicate the return procedure for export reh 5 days? Mon 22-11 -04 r_•,.,-_ ,,.. -~'°'I 

25 Communicate the return procedure for export reh 5 days? Mon 22-11-04 1-~~•~·,,.,"""'"~..:.-,111 ~,;;• I 
26 Include NLO's in ICARUS 1 O days Mon 15-11-04 ~~- -'~~.:~· ~-""¼"~---'.·· ~:;,f:-~~ ... I 

27 Implement and communicate the targets for expc 5 days Mon 15-11 -04 l;~;''ff~.~~~~ •, 

28 Create the possibility for the CSD to create a retu 10 days Mon 22-11-04 h ~·-:<•,.::u-;,-;,;..,=~'•·1-1~~~-ii!>.. - ~ -~,. - ~ .,,.;;"~"t1;& 

-·-··---· 
29 Introduce the proforma invoice 3 days Wed 17-11-04 tl, -
30 Make the crediting of the NLO's possible 15 days Mon 15-11-04 11lii.\~~~~- - ~ 

,, 
~~~~'.:~~_'1ill 
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Appendix 11 Picture Examples for Sorting Returns 

PROBLEM: 
PACKAGING DAMAGED 

"--1"' 

0 
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PROBLEM: 
PACKAGING DAMAGED 
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PROBLEM: 
PACKAGING DAMAGED 
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PROBLEM: 
CONTENT DAMAGED 
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PROBLEM: 
WRITING ON THE BOX 
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PROBLEM: 
LABELS AND/OR TAPE ON 

BOX 

4 - · ·11 '1 • 318605 

A.-
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PROBLEM: 
LABELS AND/OR TAPE ON 

BOX 
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PROBLEM: 
NO IDENTIFICATION ON 

BOX 
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PROBLEM: 
BROKEN BOX 

-
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And finally, an example of 
a good box: 
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Appendix 12 Working Instructions (Dutch) 

1. Werkinstructie Ontvangst 

Dagelijks 

Controleren of er in lane "Ontvangen" en lane "Te Sorteren" goederen liggen. 

Als er goederen in lane "Ontvangen" staan dient de volgende actie op dezelfde 
dag uitgevoerd te worden 

Op het " retouren-registratie-formulier" noteren uit welk land deze goederen afkomstig zijn, 
het delivery note nummer en de datum dat de producten zijn ontvangen. 

Als er goederen in lane "Te Sorteren" staan dienen de volgende acties op dezelfde 
dag uitgevoerd te worden 

1. In geval van parcel, dozen uit parcelverpakking halen. 
2. Sorteer de goederen aan de hand van de opgestelde regels. 
3. Noteer op de " retouren-registratie-formulier" hoeveel dozen aan de regels voldoen. 
4. Noteer op de "retouren-registratie-formulier" hoeveel dozen niet aan de regels 

voldoen en vul tevens in waarom ze er niet aan voldoen. 
5. Leg de goederen die aan de regels voldoen in lane "Gereed". 
6. De goederen die niet aan de regels voldoen dienen bij de scrap neergezet te worden. 
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2. Werkinstructie Forward To 

Retouren arriveren bij het GDC. 

1. Zit er bij de transportpapieren een Proforma Invoice? Zo ja, ga naar punt 2. Zo niet, 
ga naar punt 5. 

2. Check of CSD die retour al heeft ingevoerd. (Kopie ligt al op bureau). Zo ja, ga naar 
punt 3. Zo niet, meld Proforma Invoice bij CSD. Als CSD de retour in Sap heeft 
ingevoerd, ga naar stap 3. 

3. Gebruik de ''Return Delivery Number"uit SAP om de ''Delivery Note"uit EVELIN te 
printen. 

4. Aan de hand van deze "Delivery Note'; een "Loslijst' maken in EVELIN, uitprinten en 
deze overhandigen aan Ontvangst. 

5. Wordt op de transportpapieren aangegeven dat het om een ''Return Without 
Booking" of ''Ohne Buchung" gaat? Zo ja, ga naar punt 6. Zo niet, ga naar punt 7. 

6. Informeer de Troubleshooter over het bestaan van deze retour. 

7. Check of de ''Return Delivery Number"zich in SAP bevindt. Zo ja, zie punt 8. Zo niet 
zie punt 10. 

8. Print "Delivery Note' uit EVELIN. 
9. Aan de hand van deze "Delivery Note'; een "Loslijst' maken in EVELIN, uitprinten en 

deze overhandigen aan Ontvangst. 

10. Deze retour is een "Unexpected Return '~ 
11. Zorg dat Ontvangst die producten op de locatie voor Unexpected Returns neerzet. 

Na ontvangst van een Loslijst van Ontvangst. 

1. Doormelden van de producten. (Op voorraad boeken van de goede producten in 
EVELIN en SAP, het boeken van de SCRAP in EVELIN en SAP). 

2. In geval van onbruikbare producten (scrap), klacht invoeren in EVELIN zoals bij 
normaal ontvangst, maar dan met ''Funloc Number" (zie tabel aan het eind van dit 
document) van het Collection Point die de producten heeft gestuurd. 

Na melding van het Collection Point dat een BRO is aangemaakt voor een 
unexpected return (producten zijn al in het GDC) 

1. Zoek gegevens van desbetreffende Unexpected Return op in "return registration file". 
2. Baek producten op als een normale return. 
3. Noteer in " return registration file" de datum dat de retour op voorraad geboekt is. 
4. Geef bij Ontvangst aan welke producten van de Unexpected Returns locatie op de 

schappen gelegd kunnen warden. 

Na melding van de Planner dat Unexpected returns als een Return Without 
Booking afgehandeld moeten worden 

1. Informeer de Troubleshooter over het bestaan van deze retour. 
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FUNLOC TABEL 

Land Funloc 
Oostenrijk 720439 
Duitsland 322004 
Denemarken 300089 
Finland 370339 
Noorwegen 710404 
Zweden 970594 
Zwitserland 980366 
Nederland 676560 
Belqie 170101 
Frankrijk: 381907 
Italie 520607 
Spanje 850443 
Polen 780040 
UK 420101 
USA 134334 
Canada 230551 
Mexico 660107 
Taiwan 371249 
Korea 568891 
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3. Werkinstructie Planning Department 

Dagelijks 

1. De locatie van Unexpected Retrurns bezoeken. 
2. In geval van schade aan de producten samen met Traffic een root cause analysis 

uitvoeren op de in lane "Ontvangen" zijnde goederen. 
3. De onderzochte goederen verplaatsen (of in geval van een pallet, laten verplaatsen) 

naar lane "te sorteren". 
4. Een paraaf zetten bij de onderzochte goederen op het " retouren-registratie

formulier". 

Als retour gesorteerd is (te zien op formulier) 

1. Gegevens van retour overnemen van " retouren-registratie-formulier" naar de Excel 
file "Return Registration File" op de L-schijf. 

2. CMSU informeren over de ontvangen retour en vragen hoe de retour afgehandeld 
moet warden (GDC boekt goederen op als voorraadverschil of CMSU legt klacht en 
retiourorder in). 

3. In de "Return Registration File" de datum noteren dat de CMSU gecontacteerd is door 
de planner. 

4. Erop toezien dat de CMSU binnen de aangegeven tijd reageert. 

Na ontvangst van instructies van de CMSU 

1. Datum van ontvangst instructies noteren in "Return Registration File". 
2. De wijze van afhandelen communiceren naar de Forward To. 
3. Erop toezien dat de retour binnen de aangegeven tijd afgehandeld (op voorraad 

geboekt) wordt. 
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Appendix 13 Template for Handling Export Returns 

This template is applicable for future global distribution centres; covering the process of 
complaints handling, NLO activities and GDC activities. 

1. Pre-Return 

Detail Process Description 

A return is initiated by the NLO based on a customer complaint. If the complaint concerns the 
GDC, the NLO will send the complaint by email to the Customer Service Desk (CSD) of the 
GDC. 

The CSD enters the characteristics of the complaint in the SAP Complaints Management 
System (SAP CMS). In case of too much, too little or wrong products being delivered to the 
customer, the CSD assigns a task to the troubleshooter (Warehouse Support). 

The troubleshooter will report his findings in the SAP CMS and adjust the inventory in the 
local warehouse management system (local WMS). 
The CSD concludes the complaint by advising the NLO (by email) which actions to take. Here 
it is determined if the customer is allowed to return the products. Alter that the complaint is 
also closed in the SAP CMS. 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 
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2.NLO 

Detail Process Description 

The NLO makes an agreement with the customer for the pick up of the returns. The carrier 
picks up the goods and delivers these to the NLO. There the products are checked and sorted 
according to the return rules. The products that do not comply with the rules are scrapped. 

For the good products the following is calculated: 
■ The value of the products. 
■ The costs of scrapping these products in the country of the NLO. 
■ The transport costs of the products to the GDC. 

The NLO should then contact the IPLC planner and communicate this information. The IPLC 
planner will then decide if the products are to be scrapped at the NLO or sent to the GDC. 

If it is decided to return the goods to the GDC, the NLO should request a proforma invoice 
from the CSD of the GDC. After receiving the proforma invoice (by email) the NLO should fill 
in a recognition number (Purchase Order Number, invoice number) to which the credit from 
the LCC will be linked by SAP (invoice matching). Then the proforma invoice should be sent 
back by email to the CSD so that the return can be created in SAP Europe. 
Before sending the products to the GDC the proforma invoice must be printed and attached 
to the products. 

Some returns contain no return order (''Returns Without Booking''). This occurs in two special 
cases for Special Lighting: 

• Over delivery; the customer wants to return the goods and the GDC confirms the 
over delivery. 

• Wrong delivery (product A received, product B ordered); the customer wants to 
return A and the GDC confirms. 

These goods will be handled, but no bookings in SAP will be made. The return order in this 
case is a 'dummy'. The reason for this is that, according to the systems (SAP & local WMS), 
these returns have never been delivered. If they would be returned via a return order you 
would create unjustified credit notes and stock bookings. Therefore no return order is made 
in these cases. The good products are then sent to the GDC with the information that they 
concern a Return Without Booking. 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 
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3. Receipt Planning 

Detail Process Description 

Carriers have to make an appointment with Forward To (Warehouse Support) for the delivery 
of products. Some carriers have fixed appointments. Others contact Forward To to agree on 
an estimated time of arrival (ETA). According to these appointments Forward To makes a day 
and week planning for unloading. 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 
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4. Arrival 

Detail Process Description 

On arrival at the GDC, the driver will present the accompanying transport documents to 
Forward To. According to the unloading planning, Forward To will decide if the trailer will be 
unloaded immediately, or asked to wait or even leave the site. 

Subsequently Forward To checks if the transport documents (CMR, delivery note, invoice etc.) 
are available and correct. If not, Forward To will take action. This could be the check of 
indefinable goods or even not unloading the goods. 
In case there are no problems or the problems are solved, the arrival time of the carrier is 
registered and the trailer will be unloaded. 

The Receiving department checks the received products against the documents (CMR). If 
needed a remark will be written onto that document and a complaint faxed to the NLO. 
Hereafter the driver gets the signed CMR and is allowed to leave with the trailer. 

Pallet information (Pallet registration) is being registered directly in the pallet registration 
system. 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 
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5. Receiving 

Detail Process Description 

When returns arrive at the GDC, they are accompanied by a proforma invoice. If the Forward 
To has already received the proforma invoice from the CSD earlier, it means that the return 
has been created and it can be treated as a Branch Return. If not, the proforma invoice must 
be given to the CSD to be entered into SAP. 

After that the return is controlled by the Receiving department. The outcome of the check is 
registered manually on paper. In case of a deviation in quantity or quality, Forward To files a 
complaint and faxes it to the sender (NLO). 

The receipt will be registered in the system per SKU and received quality. All goods will have 
to be registered in a "blocked" status (Two types, for instance bad quality in "RO" and good 
quality in "Rl''), so that the host system can receive a goods receipt interface message 
"restricted stock" (Special lighting: xx29). The system will direct both quality goods to a QC 
stage (area) and Put-away labels per Pallet (SKU-quality combination) will be printed. At this 
moment the goods are booked in the WMS and a "Goods receipt" message will be sent to the 
host system. 

The QC functionality offers the user to change the goods that were identified as good quality 
to an unrestricted quality. This will result in a movement of the goods to the destination 
location for that SKU and an inventory adjustment message "Restricted" to "Unrestricted" 
(Special Lighting: AM21) to the host system. Hereafter the goods can be physically moved to 
the final destination location. 
The goods that are not suitable to be put into stock will have to be scrapped. This can be 
done by means of an inventory adjustment with movement type "Scrap of returned goods". 
This will result in an inventory adjustment message to the host system that will book off 
these goods from the restricted stock location. 

In case of a Return Without Booking, it is indicated on the proforma invoice. The Forward To 
communicates this to the checker of the products. After the products are checked, the good 
products are booked to stock via an inventory discrepancy and the bad products are taken to 
the scrap-corner. 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 
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6. Put-away 

Detail Process Description 

The process is as follows: 

PHILIPS 
sense dPO simplicity 

The put-away criteria are based on product families and categories and are dependable on 
the product dimensions. Each product category represents a certain home zone in a specified 
area where the storage locations for that particular product category are situated. 

The following activities are carried out to put-away articles into the correct location. The 
employee chooses the put-away option in RF-terminal and scans a put-away load. The 
employee takes the load to the location allocated by the system. The employee scans/enters 
the location. The system asks if there is anything in the location, the employee enters in yes 
or no. The employee places the load in the location. If according to the employee the location 
is not empty, but according to the system it is empty, then the system will ask for the load 
already in the location to be taken to 'Lost and Found' (See process "Warehouse 
Administration). Accordingly the put-away employee finishes the assignment. If according to 
the employee the location is empty but according to the system it is not empty, the 'virtual 
inventory' will be moved to lost and found. 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 
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The Return Rules 

Goods that are allowed to be returned to the GDC must comply with the following rules: 

Live ( current) 12ncs 
Full boxes (no broken boxes) 
Original, clean and undamaged boxes: 

Packaging not damaged 
IPLC label intact 
No additional labels (no pick labels, carrier label, customer label etc!) 
No additional tape 
No writing on the boxes 

Undamaged Lamps/Goods 
No stencil brands (products with other brand than Philips printed on it) 

Small repairs (removing labels, fixing tape) can be done in order to make the goods comply 
with the rules. Repacking is not a small repair. 
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Proforma Invoice 

e-
Profroma invoice PHILIPS 

hilips Lighting B.V. Eindhoven-The Netherlands 

801771 

HS ROOSENDAAL BUILDING CWL 
REDASEWEG 203 
705 RN ROOSENDAAL 
etherlands 

nvoiceto 
.C.C. Acht 

ighting division 
chtseweg Noord 14-16 
651 GG Eindhoven 
etherlands 
ustomer's reference 
onn Ni"s COMPLAINT 

PHILIPS 
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676560 

ountry of Origin ountry of Destination 
etherlands etherlands 

ode of Transport erms of delivery and payment 

ack marks uanf -kind-numbers urren usd 

rticle-typenunber/description rademark rice per % 
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Appendix 14 The New Way of Handling Unexpected 
Returns 

Some returns arrive at the GDC/RDC, which don't contain a Return Delivery Number in SAP 
and it is not indicated on the papers that they concern a Return Without Booking. These 
returns are called Unexpected Returns. 

When such returns arrive, they are moved to a location that is reserved for Unexpected 
Returns. There the following actions are to be taken within 24 hours: 

• 

• 

• 
• 

A root cause analysis is conducted in case of damaged goods. This is done to 
determine if the damage is due to transport or not. If so, the costs can be passed to 
the carrier. 
The products are checked and sorted according to the return rules. The products 
that do not comply with the rules are scrapped and the ones that do comply are put 
aside in anticipation of how they should be handled. 
This information is noted . 
This information is used to communicate the Unexpected Return to the CMSU/NLO . 

Within the following 48 hours the CMSU/NLO must indicate how the return is to be handled. 
The CMSU/NLO has 2 options: 

1. The CMSU enters a complaint and creates a Customer Return Order (CRO) after all. 
In this return order it is mentioned that the products are already at the GDC/RDC. 
The Collection Point uses this CRO to create a branch return order (BRO) and informs 
the GDC/RDC. This way the CMSU is able to credit the customer and the GDC/RDC 
can handle the return as a Branch Return. 
In case of an export unexpected return, the NLO has to send a complaint by email to 
the CSD and also provide a recognition number for the proforma invoice. This way 
the GDC is able to handle the return as an Export Return. 

2. The CMSU/ NLO decides to handle the products as a Return Without Booking (Ohne 
Buchung). The products are then put back to stock via an inventory discrepancy. No 
return order is created and therefore the customer is not credited via a customer 
return order. 

After that the GDC/RDC has 48 hours to get the products commercially available. 

Lead time of Unexpected Returns 
Unexpected returns will be communicated to the CMSU/NLO within 24 hours. Furthermore 
the target is to handle 96% of them within 5 working days (from arrival at the GDC/RDC until 
the products are commercially available). 
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Detail Process Flow-chart 
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Appendix 16 The Fixed Location for Unexpected returns 

The picture below, shows the three lanes of which the fixed location consists. Also the 
rules for sorting the returns can be seen on the wall. 
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